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ABSTRACT

Because of the ihcreasihg wealth of Saudi Arabia,
as a result of oil production since the 1980s > the

;^uouhtry; has moved from a:very primitiye spdiety to a
modern one.

A great change occurped/within the last ten

years that makes Saudi Ara&
becbme one of the
biggeSt markets in the world for all goods and services.
The business of consumer good, primarily cosmetics,
cars, clothes, and home accessories;, became very big
business on goods imported from all countries with no
preferehce. Marketers of western products and others

started to make frequent visits to test the market for

product lines.

By the 1970s, mass media developed and

the country was jammed with all sorts of constLmer prbd
ucts, but few were familiar with the goods. Advertising
became a necessity and the country developed one of
the biggest ad agencies in the world, named TIHAMA.
T^^

to cover the subject of adver

tising in Saudi Arabia and its media, ad agencies and
cultural background and taste. In addition, a selective
content analysis of some American products advertised
in Saudi Arabia media, primarily in A1 Majalia and
Sayadity, Arabian magazines. The analyses examined how
well these advertisements are positioned, and what
benefits are the most stressed in trying to sell or
inform the Saudi consumer, and whether these ads conform
to cultural norm or using a standardized approach.
In Conclusiori, the Study results explore the reality
and strategy of advertising business in general and the
typical approach of standardizing products and adver
tising in most cbuhtries^. The Saudi culture and adver
tising business limitation were included.

PART I



Introduction

The understanding of the social environment and cultural

trend in which communication and persuasion take place is an
essential elements for successful advertising campaign.
Today America is considered the most advertised country in

the world.

Nearly $57.6 billions were spent on national and

local advertising in 1985.^
Concerning advertising abroad, it was recorded in ,

r
Advertising Age that the gross billing for advertising agencies
continued strong in 1981 in which 822 American agencies earned

nearly $5 billion on a world-wide billing of $35.2 billion,
i Figures from 811 agencies, including both American and
I

foreign agencies from 72 countries, showed a gross income

1

of $3.9 billion on world-wide billings of $14.8 billion.

>

Thie figure surely shows that the U.S. continues to be the

■'

<

{

dominant country in the world of advertising.

2

Although advertising still works wonders, and showers
consumers with more and more ad messages, the declining

power of advertising raises basic questions about whether

consumers' interests are served by the more than doubling

of ad outlays.

The analysis made recentlyJby Neil H. Borden

in The Economic Effects of Advertising about advertising and
basic demand for products is as follows:

.„A- —©

3 .sr
T
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advertising

by itself serves not so much to increase demand
for a product as to speed up the expansion of
a demand that would come from favoring conditions,
or to retard adverse demand trends due to

unfavorable conditions. 3
Advertising can advocate socia1 change and open so

many issues about a particular industry.

Advertising itself

placed a full-scale of power for soGial change in American
culture that is now an unavoidable part of most American
national debate.

The increasing of leisure, ownership, income, social ,

participatiori, and taste of fashion, plus the material lives

are affected by the most modern forces of productivity.^
Advertising with great vigor made America become a

highly materialistic society, creating a value system out

of basic socialization processes that go much deeper than
6

the influence of business and mass media alone could produce.
In the same strategy and advertising technique, some American
companies have been aggressively expanding abroad.

Their

successful marketers have fumbled when they went abroad.
Among the best sophisticated companies that failed abroad

are Kentucky Fried Ghicken, which opened eleven outlets in

Hong Kong only to fail within two years.

McDonald's also

failed when it locdted its first outlet in a suburb of

Amsterdam because of the fact that most Europeans live in the

central cities and are less mobile.^

To a great extent our wants, values and btiying behavior
are influenced not only by marketers and advertising, but

also by family, society, peer group, religion, ethnic back
ground and education.

However, because of different environments, going for
business into foreign marketing is becpming risky.

Most

American companies prefer domestic markets because they are

simpler and safer.

Dealing with different languages, dif

ferent currencies, facing political and legal uncertainties,
or adapting the product to a different set of needs and

expectations are the most current problems facing the inter

national market,^

;

Concerning language message and cultural differences,
many multinational companies have different strategies to

overcome these problems.

Saudi Arabia is one of those coun

tries that have extremely different sets of society than
western countries.

Saudi Arabia is among these countries

that are considered a good market for American companies to
promote their good and services, especially for extractive

equipment,
and trucks.

tools, supplies, materia1s-hand1ing equipment
In addition, Saudi;A.rabia, beCa^^

of its

wealth, is a market for Western-style commodities and luxury

Because Saudi Arabia's culture has different beliefs,

values, market place, this study will examine several ads of
3

■

■

western products advertised to Saudi culture in two current
Arabic magazines published in London and owned by Saudian

citizens.

A1 Majalla--for men, and Sayidaty--for women,

are the two publications that will be reviewed.
will concentrate on the following subjects:

The review

how well the ads

are carried and aimed to Saudi consumer; what type of style.
message and benefits are the theme of these ads; and how

ads are

related to the culture, language, value and

beliefs.

A content analysis will be done for selective ads

to show similarly a difference of the ads between the
culture of Saudi Arabia and the West.

The Problem

The major problem confronting multinational marketers

is whether the difference of world politics and culture,

language, will lead to a difference in strategy in adver
tising and communication.

Today most U.S. companies and multinationals are trying
to understand what is the best way to advertise abroad^

either to go with the standardized approach to advertising
all over the world, or to consider cultural differences
that exist.

The Statement of the Problem

Whether the advertising of some Western products follow
the beliefs, language and values of Saudi Arabia culture or

not is the main problem to be explored.
4

The Study' Major Research Questions

Since the study will focus on specific aspects of
advertisement in relation to the Saudi Arabian culture, its

traditional Islamic Law, the focus will be on the following
questions:

- How the advertisement presents the piroducts

- Who are the target audience (men, women, children)
- What are the product's key consumer benefits and
how important are these benefits to the Saudi consumer
- How the advertisement relates to the Saudi market

- How the product itself is beneficial to Saudi Arabia
- How will the ad communicate to the Saudi market

- What communication strategy was used for the Saudi

^ market (worldwide standardization approach or
modified to local culture)
- How will these ads relate to Islam Law - tradition
■

i

\

\

I

'\

:

- Do they sell the right products or not
- How the product is sold in terms of its use, size

and weight

Limitation of the Study

This study will not measure the effect of advertising
in Saudi Arabia and it will not measure the Saudi citizen's

attitude toward advertising because the majority of people
do not know what advertising means nor understand its role

and power.

Importance of the Study

After the review of how some adyertising succeeds or

fails according to cultural differences in different coun
tries of the world, and the content arialysis of how some

advertising strategies follow with the Saudi Arabian culture,
one will be able to better understand the Saudi culture and

marketers will be better able to adjust their strategy to suit

Arabic

culture, according to their beliefs, language

and taste.

The research will Ifirsb' idehtify the main character

istics uf SjLudi Arabian^'culture based on their beliefs,
values, tradition and language, f

research will

examine how advertisers view the Saudi culture and what type

of advertisi:^ ^s aimed toward that culture; and how
different this advertising content must be compared to the
advertising aimed toward the American culture.

This point

"will be explained through the content analysis of selective
ads appearing in two current periodicals, Al Majalla and

Sayidaty, both of which are published and 0-wned„b-V..JSaudi

Arabian citizens, but printed in,England.
The Objective of the Study

To discover the similarity and differences according
to cultural standards of western products advertising in
^

___

^

^

,

the most current Saudi Arabia magazines--the Al Majalla for

men and Sayadity for women.

Methodology

In proceeding with the examination of the content
messages and illustrations of major American consxamer
products that are advertised in A1 Ma.jalia and Sayidaty,
the study will explain the significance of the problem
facing multinational U.S. companies as well as how these
coinpanies are doing in the world market in genetal.

This

will be discussed in the introduction as well as through

the ads analysis.

Following that the study will define

terms concerning Saudi Arabic demographic and geographic

areas, recent eeonotny forecast j heliefs, "V'alues, the
Arabic language and its historical developments.

Today's

culture, mentality and taste, and finally the impact of

these variables on advertising in Saudi Arabia in shaping
Consumers to different behavior than that of American,

consumers will be analyzed.

In addition, the advertising business in Saudi Arabia
will be detailed in a separate part, explaining the develop

ment of advertising business and how well it is doing.
Also the different modern variables that affect the shape

of it, primarily the development of industrialization, ad
agencies, and advertising media.

Some other variables

that are delaying the development of advertising are
market research, data collection,
labor force

illiteracy rate and

Other delicate variables that are different

from western values are the status of women, the regulation

of advertising and its role in Saudi Arabia.

These will

be discussed so that marketers can have a clear picture

about tjie Saudi Arabian consumer.
In evaluating these ads, a set of criteria was included

to serve as a primary measurement in analyzing each ad.
However,! these Criteria may not apply to each advertiseaient,
but their implication may appear in some part of the ads.
How each ad meets the criteria or part of it will be dis
cussed and outlined at Part V summary.

After locating American products or services adver

tisements that appear in the most modern magazines of Saudi
Arabia, A1 Majalla and Sayidaty, a content analysis of
each ad will be reviewed as to its value to the Saudi
consumer.

These two magazines were chosen because of their

advancement in print and in picking Up w^ith recent trends
of national and international events concerning the Arabworld and the relevant subjects to that culture.

In

addition, these magazines also keep up with latest ideas
on sports, fashions, cinema, and arts.

Thus western con

sumer products are advertised heavily in these magazines
more than any other media in Saudi Arabia., because these

two magazines are circulated not only in Saudi Arabia but

all over the world, even in the U.^

They have a large

distribution of 101,061 for A1 Majalla, for men and

96,787 for Sayidaty for women.
are less circulated.

Other media of Saudi Arabia

Local television and radio media

have just started to accept advertising in ^January 1986.
Therefore the magazines are more developed to serve

advertisers' interest and objective to reach the Saudi
consiomer.

However the ads have been selected._,r,andLQmly based on

their frequency and relation to consumers' daily use, such
as perfumes, shampoos, soaps, etc., and how relevant they
are to Saudi society in terms of use and legality of sale.

The ads will be reviewed according to the study.of
major questions that are relevant to Saudi Arabia.

Follow

ing that will be a content analysis of each ad and in
some cases a comparison to the ad version for the American
consumer according to the availability of these ads in
U.S. consumer magazines.

The analysis will totally or

partially follow and explore the criteria measurements
that are mentioned in Part I.

After the analysis of some

ads targeted for men, women and children, the study will
include a sxmimary of how these ads' relevance is rated
to Saudi norms and Islamic tradition.

In' conclusion! the effect of advertising in general
and^the important implication to Saudi marketing, implica
tion to western advertisers and marketers, and implication

for better communication and media planning are set forth.

Criteria to be used in Evaluation of the Advertising Content

fbe E:^alu^^

of the study to be used to iden

tify which is acceptable and not acceptable, concerning ad
vertisement and the sale of certain products will go accord

■^ing to the. following sets of; Islamic ethics and-cultural
standards:

,1>

Accefding tb islam^^

whether the advertisement

of the product presen^ any dangers, not only to the
consumer who buys it, but to all the society either in.

the long run or short run, such laws are prohibited.
An Islamic code criteria concerning the illustration

of

. perpetrating sex in any temptation is not to be pro

moted.

Sexual relations in the ad or used in the product

is prohibited^in^^

Also, if any words in the product's

name, headlines, or body copy present or advocate action
contrary to Islamic tradition, such as Women's Liberation

as knwon in the West, or to call for the enjbyment ofj_life
without marriage for women,

.are not permitted.

Nor does

Islam permit kids to be disobedient to their parents, as
this would be an act of disregarding Islamic Code of Life

Finally, whether the products that are sold are/legaL^-'or
illegal, in terms of benefits to consumers such as the

selling of pork, alcohol, sex, nudity, harmful goods,
either in the long run or short run as cigarettes are all
forbidden according to Islatnic Law.
10

^2./According to government established business law, /
which also is written according.,to.. Islamic^ Law, such

examples of Griteria, whether the advertising is selling
or advocating ideas so as to rebel against the government
establishment of Saudi Arabia, its values and correct

"conducts

prohibits the advertising of such things as

sale of guns and arms and weapons to the consumers.

i^^^^According to Arabian tribal traditions and norms,
such criteria follQW the long-existing Arabian tradition
arid norms that are well established and that are approved

by Islamic law and traditions to be acceptable behavior

and cultural cbmpatibility.

Such examples in regard to

strange relation of tribal ties in which the marketers try
to break such Afabic norms of making the young as dominant

and should rebel against the old people of the tribe and
to rebel against traditional tribal norms^in new- Western
norms, are not approved nor accepted by the old.

Because

older men are the most respected people in the society of
Saudi Arabia, no matter how much better the young ones.

Also, the silly concept of being individualist and^lack
of concern for others will be advocating unacceptable cul

tural Islamic norms because the society is based on groups
and total brotherhood.

This cohesiveness takes precedence

over individual interests—the family comes before selfinterest and parents before one's self, wife and children,

.

, ■ 11
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Any ads or product content which is worded to com

municate against these ^hree^^ell-established, honorable,
traditions of^slam,^the government, and< tribal norms/may be
taken as invalid and unacceptable to sell or to be published.
However, there are many western ideas or products that can

be acceptable but did not meet all of the criteria, but
partly conform to Saudi cultural norms and needs.

This

evaluation difference 6f partial,confirmation will be
listed in the Conclusion.
How The Ads Will Be Reviewed

In looking at the ads, the focus will be according to
the stated criteria.

However, things such as illustration,

ad.copy and models are the major points to consider from
the standpoint of the criteria.

If the illustration, for

example, meets the criteria then it will be categorized as

applicable.

The same goes for ad copy and product name.

If, for example, part of the illustration and ad copy does
not meet the study criteria, then it will be inapplicable.

Other important|marketing mix'or copmunication and
target market relevant to Saudi Arabia will also be looked

at.

For example, whether the product is advertised at the

right media, how was it sold in Saudi Arabia, and to whom
is the communication addressed (men, women, or children)

are important considerations.

12

PART II

Definition of Terms

Saudi Arabia - Geographies and Demographics
Saudi Arabia is a state as wide as the state of

Texas, with a population of nearly 8.6 million, mostly

Arabs.

Thirty^six percent of the population is made
9

up of resident foreigners.

The country's only religion is Islam and the main
language is Arabic.

English is considered as a second

foreign language, and is taught in the secondary schools.
Although 36 percent of the residents are foreign workers

with mostly different religion and cultural background,
there are no public worship services of any religion '
except Islam.

There is nb church, no temple of any kind,,

nor is missionary work allowed. " The country is strictly
organized and is developing a moderated economic system
which will import what is useful and permissible under
Lslamic law/.

Similarly goods and services, construction

and industries of any kind must obey and develop under
Islamic law in order to be successful.

Since the 1950s, oil has become the main financial

source for Saudi Arabia and the country became one of the

largest oil exporter to industrialized countries, mainly
the United States, Japan and other western countries.

In 1973, the Saudi policy of using oil as political power
13
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Geography:

400

Area - 830,000 sq. miles, one-third the
size of U.S.

Population:

Capital, Riyadh 1,793,000; Jidda, 983,000;
Mecca, 463,000.

Communications:

Television sets: 3.5 million in use;

radios:

Source:

2.7 million in use.

World Almanac, 1983 statistics
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has made a great shift and considerable attention toward

alliance-political relations and has affected the price of
every kind of goods in the industrial world.

However, today,

because of,the decrease of oil prices and the opening of
new oil wells in Mexico, the OPEC national oil prices have

dropped down to $8 per barrel, and fhis has affected Saudi
Arabian economy.

This economic trend caused Saudi Arabia to

drop oil production.

In 1983 oil export revenues reached

$35.3 billion for the first three quarters, about half of

the same period in 1982.^^
Recent Economic Forecast

About 60 percent of gross domestic production comes

mainly from oil production which makes up 87 percent of
12

government revenues.

This decline of oil exports has made

a major impact on the government's budget and expenditure
level.

According to Business America, the Kingdom for

the first time in 20 years will have no budget increase
and a projected $10 billion deficit.

"The era of annual

spending increases, which began in the early 1970s, has
come to an end."13

The country's long-term goal of con

struction building has shifted to trying to increase

internal efficiency and the utilization of existing facil
ities, as well as the encouragement of the private sector

to stimulate a large share of economic growth.

The Saudi's

new plan is to diversify its national revenue from total
dependence on oil and trade but to include also mass
, 15

agricultural and industrial investment.

;

■ .• .

However, ddspite

reducing oil production, Saudi market is strdng and grow

ing rapidly.

It is considered one of the most growing

markets in the world.

According to Business America, the businesS of the H.S

to Saudi Arabia dropped
billion the year before.

to

$5.6 billion in 1984 from $7.9

Compare this to the $9.G billion

of U.S. exports to Saudi in 1982 which dropped to almost
■ ■ ■ 16

one-half of the peak year of 1982.

The Saudi imports from

U.S. markets is primarily a broad range of industrial prod
ucts such as iron, steel pipe, prefabricated structures,

lighting fixtures, gas turbines, pumps, air-conditioning
machinery, irrigation equipment and construction machinery.
For consumer goods, the U.S. exportS; to Saudi such items as

floor covering, furniture, fountain pens and vitamins.
The high price of U.S. goods caused a drop in the U.S.

market share ih Saudi Arabia to second place, with 19.5 per
cent, making Japan the leading supplier with 19.9 percent
18

market share.

On the other hand, Saudi Arabia's low oil

price strategy caused a more serious problem for the U.S.,
not only in Saudi Arabian imports but also in U.S. oil com

panies.

Just last April, 1986, U.S. Energy Secretary John

Harrington said, "It's got to be apparent to the Saudis and

the rest of the Arabs that their production is causing
some problems to our producer industries.

Beliefs

Unlike western cduntrl^

Arabia is governed

by the principles and laws of Islam.

It is the only

belief and religious identity that dominates the lives and
actions of every behayior for the government, business,

and the people.

Muslim believes that the level of faith

depends on real and daily practices, in submission to the
oneness of God and commandments according to messenger

Mohammed for ways of every-day life and every matter con
cerning life.

All Muslims agree that certain five pillars

of Islam are the ground core for a faithful one.

These

pillars are the declaration that "There is no one worthy

of worship but God and Muhammed is the Messenger of God."

Second, a Muslim should perform the five daily prayers
facing the first House of God in Makka plus attending the
masjed for Friday noon prayer--the Muslim weekly holiday.
He also should give what's called "Zakat" as a tax is
given from the rich to the poor, nearly 2% percent of
anhual savings.

The fourth pillar of the faith is that a

Muslim should fast during the month of Ramadan from dawn
to sunset.

Finally, a Muslim should make a pilgrimage to

Makka "Hajj" once in his lifetime if he is able financially

^to do
,

so.

20

''

A Muslim today is one of nearly one billion, about

- ■ ■ , ■v::
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one-fourth of the world's population.

They believe in

the Holy book of Koran as the true words of Allah-God
since it was revealed to Messenger Muhammed, and that

until today it has never changed, and will never change
until doomsday.
to his/her

In the Koran a Muslim can find every answer

own life and conduct of business, law,

government law and to the degree of fostering baby and
childhood.

avoid.

It tells what to eat and drink, and what to

The Koran message is very simple and clear to all

mankind, to surrender themselves wholly to the one almighty
but compassionate God--to make total submission to God's
commandments (as in Islam), that make any follower a prac
99

.

tical Muslim.

The essence of the Holy Koran is that God created all

mankind to worship him in one way, and follow all of
his books and messengers as one teaching, for all.

Muslims

must believe in Moses and Jesus as divine and great mes

sengers of God for a certain time, and both are highly
respected as Muhammed.

Islam developed by the will of God--"Allah"in Arabic-
and the way of Muhamad into not only a ritual church-like

service, but a politically organized community as well as
a religion headed by Muhammed, not only in his life, but
as the leader for all Muslims until doomsday.

18

Finally, Muslims believe that success in this life

and after death relies mainly on following the commandments
according to the way of Muhammed.

Values

Professor Kurt Baien, Chairman of the Department of
Philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh, defines value
as an attitude for or against an event or phenomenon, based

on a belief that it benefits or penalizes some individual,
. ' ■ . ■ ' 25
group or institution.

Because of the strong commandment

a Muslim should have toward God's orders and the way of
Mohammed, it's very hard to change his values unless he is

not a practicing Muslim.

However, for everyone in Saudi

Arabia, Islamic beliefs and values have a high degree of
persistence. Among these strong standards of quality •
are families, marriage, girl purity, honesty and dedication
in work.

These are valuable religious.duties.

In addition,

acts such as intoxication, games of chance, usury and

adultery are forbidden. Public entertaining, dancing at
social gatherings of men and women together are restricted

Islamic law dictates the values of almost everything
from personal behavior to international and external

relations. Clothing, for example, is coded according to
Mohammed's tradition that a man must cover at least from

above his belly down to his knees.

For a woman, all of

her must be covered except for her face and hands.
19

Compated to western values and Americans, the Muslim
pays little attentipn to materialism and the value of
being or having things.

Although the country is rich, be

cause of oil, only 2 perceht or more have experienced the
values of materialism due to their traveling in the Western
world, and because of their wealth.

Truly enough, the

example was set by the ideal ieader of Muslims, messenger
Muhammad.

life was simple, and he encouraged his people

to be in the same pattern, to minimize material possessions
and maximize the dedieatipn to tightness and faith.

This

became the Muslim standard of great value that only those
who are blessed and honored to be living like messenger

Muhammad.

Thus, in Islam, the poor will feel content as

long as he didicates himself to religious duties.

However

in American society, Kenneth Lynn wrote that "a poor man
was supposed to rise, not to do so was a sign of weakness,
28

if not a badge of immorality."

Despite the wealth of Saudi Arabians, wealth is not

the: s^^

measures the piety of a person. \ Good

deeds and fear of Allah are major factors that determine
the honor and virtue of a person.
wealth and material acc

But in western culture,
the touchstone for

high status for individuals and society as a whole.
Islamic values are the motivater to good behavior for
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Saudi Arabian citizens, while most westerners' first value

motivater is making money; as stated by G. Santayana, "It
is the symbol and measure he (the American) has at hand
for success, intelligence, and power; but as to money

itself, he makes, loses, spends and gives it away with a
very high heart.

To illustrate Some historical example, in 1973 King

Fasil made oil embargos a sign of carelessness for increas

ing wealth and a power of faith that Saudis can livewithout it, but not others.

Again recently, when Saudi

oil prices dropped "below $10 per barrel, for the first
/
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time in almost a decade,"

the U.S. government sent

Vice President George Bush "to persuade the Saudis to
■ ■

. 3-1 .

throttle back their output."

He said, "My plea will

be for the stability of the marketplace."
At the same time, a White House Senator denied the

U.S. administration would depart from its philosophy of
a free-market, "even if it means the oil price dropts
to $1."

This illustrates how the Saudi may care less

for profit and stand firm for faith.

The great dangers

of this, as MIT Economist Lester Thurow said,

"At

this price level, we will probably shut down our wells,
so that instead of impiorting about a third
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of our oil needs, we
to 457or

bringing in about 407o

The oil states of Texas. Oklahoma and

Louisiana haye been severely affected and their troubles
could spbiL the rest of the U.S.

Allen Merriam noted that since the migration

of

Messenger Mohammed in 622 A.D. from Makka to Medina, his
teaching and style of Arabic language has "transformed
the pre-Islamic tradition of story-tellers and enter
■ ■ -.S'S- ■ ■ ■

taining poets."

God "Allah."

to Islamic preaching for the sake of

Hamod also stated that "the goal became

persuasion instead of entertainment.
■ 3^'

beauty."

Truth served by

From that time Muslims changed their concept

of life and living.

They may still like to hear and enjoy

poetry and entertaining talks, but not as much as before
and not in business.

religious duty.

Business became serious and a

Truth and honesty are very important.

The Arabic language is the second--after Islam'—basi

of the Arab cultural unity and way to understand them.

Abu Naba'a noted, "Arabic is hot only one of the half dozen
most widely spoken international languages in use today—
the common tongue of more than 120 million people through
out the Middle East and North Africa--but one of the most
•3

marketable languages as well."

Because of its holy revelation in the Koran, it is
the Arab's link with Islamic tradition as a vehicle of

cultural and political expression among all the Muslims.
However, classic Arabic is not common today, but the Koran
still serves as the dominant model for Arabic diction

and styles.
To understand the Saudi Arabian consumers and what

motivates them, the knowledge of Arabic rhetoric is essen

tial for effective advertising campaigns.

As Merriam

noted, "Al-Sakkaki divided rhetoric into three parts:

1)

al ma'ani is the part of balagha dealing with grammatical
forms and kinds of sentences; 2) al-bayan refers to modes

for achieving lucid style and clarity of expression; and
3) al-badi (literally,"the science of metaphors") concerns
the beautification of style and the embellishment of
speech.

Americans are used to advertising their goods with

lucrative styles and sex appeal in the U.S. market, even
when selling a hard tool or machines.

To use the same

message strategies for the Saudi market will be to disgust

them and even more so if the same wording were translated
into Arabic.
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Historical development of the Arabic language.

Adnan J. Almaney, a professor of Management and Communi
cation at De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois, wrote

about the effects of language on the Arabs' mode of think

ing and behavior.

He indicated that the importance of the

Arabic language lies not only in the hundreds of millions

of people who speak it, but in the"vital historical role
• ■■ '
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it has played in the Arab-Muslim society,"

Arabic is

not the original language of all the Arab world, known

today from Morocco to the Persian Gulf.

Two thousand

■years before it was the language of only "one of many
Semitic languages with its locus in Central Arabia.
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After the birth of Islam in the seventh century it reached
a position of cultural dominance.

Arab conquests by the

eleventh cent-ury covdred an area encompassing Iraq,
Sjrria, Persia, and North African countries.

With Islam,

"Arabic had become not only the chief medium of everyday

use from Persia to the Pyrenees, but also the main instru
ment of Culture superceding the pld culture languages
like Aramaic, Coptic, Greek, and Latin.
Muslims believe that the Arabic language is the
mother of all language.

The language of the people of

Paradise and the language of the Quran (Koran), the word

of God-Allah in Arabic, as it was revealed to messenger
Mohammed.
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The expansion of Islam made it necessary to estab
lish a rule that all Muslims, all over the world, must

use Arabic language for worship.

All are expected to

read and recite the text of Quran in prayer even though
many of their native tongues are not Arabic, such as in
the countries of India, Pakistan and Indonesia.

They

read Arabic, even though they don't understand it.
This religious connection for Arabic use came from

the "Muslim conviction that it [the Quran] can not be
faithfully translated into any other language.
noted that the Quran is the miracle of Islam

on illiterate prophet Muhaiiomad.

Almaney

revealed



In medieval times the Arab's most characteristic

trait was the eloquence of his tongue.

This trait of

eloquence (fasaha, the ability to express oneself correctly)
has been the basic attribute of perfect Arabic since pre-

Islamic period.

That period, known as the "Age of

Ignorance," had developed the richest poetic language
and tradition, and was explicitly the "true expression

of the life of the Bedouins, singing and wine, love, war,
hunting, the terrible landscape of mountain and desert,
the martial valour of the tribes-men themselves, and the
•

.

. / Q

turpitude of their enemies."

At that time two sorts of speech, poetry and prose,

were "the standard against which the quality of any
25

of any literary composition was measured.

But after

Islam, the Quran became the first standard for all forms
of literature and with which no other literary monument

can be compared.

The Arabic cultural significance came about nearly
1600 years ago.

Almaney noted:

The creative power of those early Arab
Bedouins, whose world consisted merely of
sun, sand, rock and camels, was concentrated

on one medium of expression. Language.

Unlike

the Greeks and the Romans who focused on

sculpture, music, and painting, the Bedouins
used language as their primary medium of
artistic expression. Indeed, the ancient
Bedouin poets used neither pen nor parchment.

Their poems, hundreds of them, were committed^^
to memory and passed On from mouth to mouth.
Another beauty and resonance of the Arabic language
is its wealth of vocabulary which is staggering.

In Arabic,

for example, there are 3,000 words for "camel," 800 for
"sword," 500 for "lion," and 200 for "snake," etc.

Finally, because of the profound effect of Arabic
on the Arabs, especially in Saudi Arabia, U.S. companies

and all foreigners who might deal in one way or another
with Arabs must at least learn the peculiarities of Arabic

language, and learn Arabic if possible, in order to know how

Atabic

culture perceives and reacts to Western ideas

and products.

Almaney summed it up:

". . . at least

acquaint themselves with the nature of the Arabic language
and the manner in which it determines the Arab's communica

tion style.
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Today's Culture

Although research and literature are thoroughly

covered in writings about the Arabs, their culture is
less understood in the Unibed States and other western

coUntries.^..^"/;.^■'V■' ' ' ■ ''^■::' ' ' ■ ■ ■

Before talMng about the advertising business in
SAudi Afabia, sbmeone should take a closer look at the

culture and condition of the people of Saudi Arabia.
For foreign advertising and marketers* adaptation to
Saudi Arabia, culture is the most important question.
The culture is very different from that of the West, and

the structure of marketing strategies and advertising
must be adapted and modified to fit the new market in

Arab countries for any American firm.

Although cultural

variables of U.S. market are acceptable in most under
developed countries, and in some Islamic countries, these

variables are very unacceptable in Saudi Arabia because
the strong religious teachers and leaders screen out any

thing objectionable.

However, if any company fails to

understand local cultural characteristics in the foreign
environEQeht, ''they are likely to recef've negative
■ 48'

response and die."

Peter Mansfield, in his report in 1976, stated the
following on how some Americans understood Islam:
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During our first week at the Aramco school on
Long Island, questions were asked of us to
ascertain our general knowledge about the
Arab world. The questions "What is Islam?" and

"Who was the Prophet Mohammed?" brought fo^'th
some interesting answers. One of our members
thought that Islam was "a game of chance, similar
to bridge." Another said it was a "mysterious
sect founded in the south by the Ku Klux Klan."
One gentleman believed it to be "an organization
of American Masons who dress in strange cos
tiames." The Prophet Mohainmed was thought to
be the man who "wrote The Arabian Nights."

Another said he was "an American Negro minister
who was in competition with Father Divine in
New York City." One of the more reasonable
answers came from one of our men who said,

"Mohammed had something to do with a mountain.
He either went to the mountain, or it came to

him." ^9

Today the population of Saudi Arabia is nearly 10.79

million persons, with a density of 12.5 per square mile,

and occupying nearly nine-tenths of the Arabian Peninsula.^®
Typiically, Saudis grow up in a tradition of tribal and kin

ship culture, which is tied to national and religious ethics.
The country is 99 percent Muslim, and is not only the
birthplace of Messenger Muhammed, but also the heartland

of Islam.

For five times daily, Muslims face Makka.

It

is the focal point for more than one billion worshippers.

While the Ibn Saudi family seized power in 1902,

the

"present kingdom was established in 1932 after Ibn Saud,

its founder, brought together under his rule the majority
of the Peninsula's diverse tribes.
poor in natural resources.

The country was

Its economic

and social

development were relatively primitive and nomadic.
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Government administration was also relatively primitive

compared to Western governments of the time.

In 1936,

however, when oil was discovered, the country exploded
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into modernization that attracted world attention.

The people of Saudi Arabia organized their social

lives around the family and tribal lines.
are firmly given in this order:

Their loyalties

the family, the clan,

the tribe, and, at last, to the government.

Islamic

teaching breathes upon Saudi society that all aspects of
life are structured by the Koran.

Muhammedan tradition,

along with the Koran, governs all relationships between
the people from the time of infancy to adulthood. Concern

ing all aspects of food and dress and economics, these

are determined according to Islamic tradition.

Edible

animals must be ritually slaughtered and drained of blood,

and, as in all great God religions, pork, blood, and
■ ■53 ■

drinking of alcoholic beverages are forbidden for Muslims.
Concerning money, Muslims charge no interest on loans
or savings accounts, but service charges are collected

for any transaction in Saudi banks.

No Saudi may address

himself as a Christian> but many Christians work in Saudi

Arabia.

They, however, are not allowed to enter the Holy

Cities of Makkah and Madinah.^^
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Mentality and Taste

The characteristics of mentality and taste are shaped
according to religion and Arabic tradition.

There are

great similarities in behavior and taste in the country
of Saudi Arabia.

However, tribes and ethnic groups differ

which makes various cultural differences in the dialects

of language and in the main food dishes.

For example,

Kabsa rice with meat is a national main dish, but for

each locality a specific dish is famous, such as Jareesh
and Gorsan, which are famous in the capital and in the
District of Najud.

Canned foods are seldom Consumed and are not prefer
able to Saudi tastes.

Canned food, frozen meats and

fish and chicken are mostly used by foreigners.

The

Muslim people prefer to buy fresh meat and prepare it
themselves.

For other purchases, however, the people have a gre:at
loyalty to old tested brands

rather than new ones.

They

buy the same btarid for generations and never think of
changing them, even if the market offers better brands.

Chevrolet-Caprice, for example, is a classic middle and

upper class car.

Although many cars may look better, it

is a fact that when someone buys a car and thinks of selling
his old one, the Caprice is considered as good as a
cashier's check and any one will buy it.
'- - 30
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However, there

is no standard of goods that are what is called in America

upper and mid or lower class.

A high school student may

drive a Mercedes-Benz and a prince may drive the same car.
A traffic officer who maybe just started his working
career may also have a car of middle-class person.
Saudi citizens are very flexible in terms of house
hold furnishings.

They like a traditional type of local

furniture, sitting on the floor, and a Western style for
sofa and bedroom set.

The people stay home a lot more than any other
society.

They like family gatherings and in-home parties

for relatives mostly.

A party in Saudi Arabia generally

means food and tea and Arabian coffee, with women served

separately from men.

There are few places people can go

for entertainment or sight-seeing.

The country is very

hot in summer and cold in winter, except for the west side
of the country.
The consumer is very sophisticated in taste and
style because of ethical codes and the wide variety of
goods and services in Saudi Arabia's international market.

Furniture and household goods, cosmetics and health care

for men and women are the most-consumed western products.
However, Saudi Arabians prefer mostly European styles of

these materials rather than American styles and products.
Cars, heavy machinery and American education or services
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have the highest preference in Saudi Arabia, as a general
■

statement.

Because of the cost c£ the product, the country of its
origin also plays a great influence on Arabian consumers.

For example, Far Eastern goods from countries such as
Taiwan, Thailand and Korea sell well in Saudi Arabia

because of their very low prices compared to Western
imports.

Most products consumed from these countries

are in house dresses, decorative items, underwear and

miscellaneous items.

For furniture, clothing, and

jewelry, European styles are chic.

An Arab dealer said,

"The 'in thing' is to go to Germany for your car, to France
for clothes, and to Italy for furniture."
Because the market has become very sensitive to

price, consumers favor locally produced goods because the

government has given financial support or subsidized most

Saudi-manufactured products.

A recent example is cooking

oil, locally produced and called Afia, which took leader

ship from Mazola because of its lower price.
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The Impact of These Macro Variables on Advertising

in, because of Islam, the structure of life, rela- .

tionship of the people, business contacts and families,

and purity of the girls when married, competition leader
ship, the roles of women, and marketing practices became

#

stabilized and coded according to God's commandments and
Messenger Muhammad traditions.

The family, for example, became very strong and wellestablished to influence the relationship and the behavior

of its members, not only, on sons and daughters but extended
to relatives, and those who are associated and work with

them.

The example of the family power in Saudi Arabia is

as the power of the large corporation in the U.S.

The

father and the elders are the dominating force in every
decision coneerning relationship, traveling, sel1ing and

buying, marriage and working.

Some families, for example,

will not allow their offsprings to work in some job unless
these jobs agree with the tradition and status of the family.
Others will not allow their sons or daughters to marry

from any other families unless approved by the father or

the tribe.

Also girls must be virgins and never meet any

man before marriage ceremony; otherwise doubtful relations
will be suspected.

These relationships and roles affect

the role of advertising very much since some families, for
example, will not allow their children to work in
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advertising or work in photography, as such fields could
degrade the family status or position in the society.
Other yariables such as competition are not common

and favorable because it will produce unfruitful relation
ship among the peoples and families that are doing the
same business.

However, competition is very fruitful in

the U.S., primarily the consumer but not the companies.

The Saudi businessmen try to cause no injury or prejudice
to his brothef who might sell the same products since Islam
brotherhood is more .important than profits.

The Islamic

law allows competition but not to discredit others or
try to win the sale while its negotiation is going on with

another party and member of the Society--such practice is
prohibited in Islam.

However, general puffery is tolerated in Saudi Arabia.
Many companies represent themselves in the advertisement

as "the best one in town," or "they have the best products,"
"the best furniture," etc.

Such things are OK and accept

able in the society of Saudi Arabia and people like to own
the best in cars, in housing, in furniture, etc.

There

fore these types of ads are very popular and very exagger
ated, but the consumer knows that it is not totally truth

but would like to be seen having the best or at the best

place.

This consumer preference is also associated highly

with price in the majority of Saudi consumers.
expensive must be good.
. ■

.

They feel

So the strategy of high price would
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work well in Saudi Arabia for those who market for the

wealthy and those who care for status but the products and
service must be equally good and classic.

Word of mouth advertising is also very effective in
Saudi Arabia since word of mouth communication is the most

useful and working reference for good products and services.
Most people buy things because it has become in the mouth
of almost every one as the best product in town.

The people

communicate well and advise each other on either good or
bad news to benefit or warn his brother or friend of

some products.

Brand loyalty is very common among Saudi consumers and
people spread the word of mouth about these leading brands.
Hoover, the best in vacuum cleaners; Singer, the best in

sewing machines; and Tide, the best in laundry detergents.
Thus advertisers must try different communication message
to make consumers to try the new ones on the market who are

using a specific brand by stressing the different benefits.
However, changing Saudi consumer buying behavior from an
old loyal brand to a new one is very difficult since people

don't like to change things every once in a while.

They

may add the new products and try them, but not to change
unless major differences exist in the new products.
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PART III

Advertising in Saudi Arabia

Prbspect and Develbpinents

Generally bpeaking,: until today advertising is very
little uSed in Saudi Arabia^ and few who understand it.

Official advertising agencies were not developed until the

early 70s. The qiaih agencies which developed will be dis
cussed later in this chapter.

However; there are many

reasons why advertising did not develop until this date.
Availability and Effectiybness

Among these reasons, Jim Williams, senior manager of
General Trading Gompany, said, "Advertising in Arabian
oil state is less available and less effective as a

marketing tool than in the West." ^Because of that many of
the new products in the area db not receive media exposure
as in the West.

Michael Field of Advertising Age repo^^ted that
Much more than in EuropS.and the U.S.,
Middle Eastern consumers have adapted

the habits of calling products by the
names of the leading brands. ; Vacuum ;
cleaners are called Hoovers,; and in Saudi

Arabia, cooking oil used2to be Mazola and
sewing machines Singers,

These products that have been favbrable in the area
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became the leading calling products and they have "very

big market share--often 60% or more."

Other aspects for

uneffectiveness of advertising is the belief of most
Arabs about advertising.
advertise.

It is viewed as undignified to

Peter Benham, Nissan Cars Marketer in Kuwait,

Oientioned that car owhers don't like advertising beca.use
"it cheapens the product." Furthermore .Advertising Age
wrote

"In a sense they are right, because less well-

educated Arabian consumers often believe if a product has
to be advertised it must be selling badly."
world goods either sell by the
or by word-bf-mouth.

3-

In the Arab

reputation of the agent

■

Industria1ization

Industry, as we know in the West, is one of the prime

motives for the necessity of advertising.

In Saudi Arabia

consumer goods industry was not developed until 1974 when
the government contributed a surplus of SR52,504 million as

a part of the budget for industrial and agricultural, use.
Compared with U.S. industry, this will make less than 1%

of U.S. expenditure.

This figure has increased in the

latet Five-Year plan* of Saudi Arabia for 1980-85, when

SR200 billion were contributed for industry and SR7.4 billion

for agriculture.^
The following table shows the projected spending for
the Five-Year Plan 1980-95, of various sectors:
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■ Table

Projected Saudi Spending, 1980-1985 (in billions of Saudi
Riyals)'^

Sector

Water and water conyersion
Silos and flour corporation
Electricity
Education
Health
Ports and roads

Amount

■ '

■

'7.9
52.8
4.8
52.6
100.0
34.4
61.4

"

Communicatiotis

28.9

Municipalities
Housing
Sociai and youth welfare
Airports

68.1
21.2
-8.0
44.4

Petromin

•

27.6

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation
Industry

25.5
200.0

Total

737.6

^<-SR = 27c
Source: Thomas A. Sams, "Saudi Arabia Launches New Develop
ment Plan," Business America, III (June 30, 1980), 3-5.

These new developments of industry will make the
necessity for using advertising to Saudi Arabia consumers
with much attention and better communication than imported

The increase of industrial budget made Saudi Arabia
boost an increase to develop advertising industry.

Now

there are over five high national marketer agencies.

These ageneies developed by 1975 ■with pbster type and shop
signs of neon.

These were identification signs showing

the company name and the goods or services which were
provided.

But by the late 70s, these agencies became

million dollar businesses and were well established.

A.

TIHAMA advertising agency was established in 1973

as an ad agency and a public relations firm as well as
developing market research in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Tihama is named for a fertile plain south of Jeddah on
Saudi Arabia's Red Sea coast.

It has more than ten offices

located in different cities of the country.

In addition,

it has an office in London and in New York.

The agency

media commission has grown so fast from $7.3 million in

1975 to $61 million dollars in 1980.^

,

Eighty percent of

that income came from handling advertising in Saudi press
^bh an exclusive basis.

TIHAMA activity and services extended to eleven publi
cations in the Kingdom, acting as an ad department for all
local newspapers.

TIHAMA is the biggest ad agency in Saudi

Arabia and the Arab World, but becasue of its role and

force that now any other agency in the country will develop
■without dealing with it or through it.

All newspapers sold

their space to TIHAMA, and any new agent must go to it
to reach any media, or else develop a new media.

To keep

control of all ads and businesses in the Kingdom, TIHAMA
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stretched its arms and opened a new ad agency named
SHABBA's in mid 1979.

It was established "to create a

more competitive and professional advertising field,"
said Sulaiman Abu Hulayel,
manager.

TIHAMA international relations

It is purely an ad agency and has less bureacracy

than the parent company, and less development.

It's

market share reached $6.1 million by the end of 1980.
B.

MARWAII is the next to Tihania in size, and poses

a threat to it.

It is the second largest ad agency in

Saudi Arabia, and is named aftet a sacred hill near the

House of God in Maicka.

It is a vital ad agency with a

main office in Jeddah and branches in Riyadh and Al-Khobar
for handling all advertising and marketing research.

The

agency established in 1979 aiming to extract the maximum
value from a given advertising appropriation.

Among its

services for the clients are to do creativity, media

planning locally and internationally, production, marketing

research, and public relations activity.

The agency

employed nearly 200 employees in full service through the

year of its development, but now it has nearly 65 employees
due to slowdown in business in Saudi Arabia.

These workers

are from different Islamic countries and all have qualified

degrees in the fields of advertising, marketing and
production.
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C.

ABQMOSAMEH ADVERTISING is a smaller ad agency

specializing mostly in production of creative ads and
cinematography of TV programs and buying time in various

media, though TIHAMA is the parent company.

This ad

agency was established by one man who is a very famous TV
actor and he owns the agency and manages it.

However

there are nearly 18 professional staff handling the creative

art and production.

The majority of them are from Egypt

and India, the rest from Saudi Arabia.

This ad .agency is

located in the capital and has no branches at any other
cities.

It does not have contact with any other ad

agencies in the country.
In addition there are various other ad agencies that

specialize in-creativity only and production, but not a
full-service ad agency as known in the U.S.

These smaller

ad agencies are in the form of "Shop Signs" and "Road Signs"
specialist who make no very creative logos or script writing

for the client.

They are in and out in a number of major

cities of the Kingdom.

None of these ad agencies is fully

operated and handled by Saudi citizen except for the owner
and the manager.

The rest of the staff are foreigners.

This all developed late in the 1970s and have no idea of
what an ad can do more than be informative.

None of them

get to the psychological role of the advertising business

and its effectiveness in changing cultural norms and
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thinking.

Because of Islamic law, few hijman figures are

shown in some ads as a colorful and liveness of it.

This

late development and understanding of ad role and ad
agency is one of the main reason of advertising business
in Saudi Arabia.

Market Research and Data Collection

Marketing and its concept were not introduced in Saudi
Arabia until the discovery of oil soon after WWII.

Consumer

research is another aspect that was unknown and unthought

of until late 1970.

Many consumer and tradesmen in Saudi

Arabia do not understand "market research" in order to

know the value of it.

Furthermore, higher education system

of the Kingdom did not introduce marketing and advertising

in its curriculxjm until 1976.^
Today there are no more' than two professional market
research firms.

One is local, named Saudi Research and

Marketing, established in the mid-70s.
branches all over the world.

It has established

The other one is a U.S.

marketing firm called BOOZ AILIEN and HAMILTON, located in
the capital city Riyadh.
Because good advertising depends on market research
forecasts, the marketers conduct sufficient market research

to get better results.

Yet advertising itself is lacking

market research data; not only that, but to get research
data is extremely difficult.
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To illustrate this difficulty

Abu Naba'a noted that:

In general Saudi consumers do not give ;
ready answers to marketing research in
quiries, since they tend to be reluctant
to talk to strangers. Mail surveys are^ ^
impeded by illiteracy and undepehda:ble

postal services.

This problem can be

^

:

;



alleviated by using telephones to coilect
data; however, most Saudi families do not

have phones.

Moreover, Saudi women are

often inaccessible to direct oral com
munication with male researchers.°

:

A^ second problem relates to the reliability of the

available data in reporting relevant economic data either
from consumer or companies.

As one researcher noted about

Saudi Arabia statistics--they are almost as fluid "as

the nation's shifting sands."

Another American team

verified that 60 million frozen chickens had been imported
into Saudi Arabia in 1975 while the official figure reported

only 10 million.

Another case showed that

a Japanese

company reported 40,000 air conditioners to have been
exported to Saudi Arabia, but official figures were under

estimated by 30,000 units.^
The Saudi businessmen care less for advertising and
promotional techniques because the sale is very strong and

they receive high profits.

Most of them pay little atten

tion to pleasing their customers or trying to build consumer
relationships;

Few of the businessmen rely on market pull

to sell other goods.
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Table 2

ComparisQn of Advertising Expenditures
Between Saudi Arabia and the United States»

Ad Outlay
GNP
(in
Expenditures
„(in millipns
billions
of dollars) of dollars)

7o of
GNP

Population
(in millions)

1970

Saudi Arabia

United States

•

5.2

3.1

0.17

6.1

19,600.0

927.6

2.11

203.2

60,8

385.8

Q;08

9.6

49,720.0

2,382.0

2.02

221.6

1974

Saudi Arabia

United States

*This table does not include television or radio advertising.
Source: "1970 World Advertising Expenditures" International
Research Association and International Advertising Association;
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Illiteraev Rate

Illiterate people in Saudi Arabia ranges from 75-85

pereetit of the population.

Only a few can read and

write of the new generation.

The reason, of course, is

that formal eduGation was not started before the 1950s

and higher education was, hot available to everyone until
the late 1960s.

In addition, most people, even those who

are educated, care less for advertising or reading the
newspaper or magazines., Even those who read have no idea
of what the ads mean or to whom they are aimed.

Further

more, those who read papers or magazines are a very small
fraction of the graduate students and some government
officers.

Whatever advertising is saying, a feedback

from the Saudi consumer is almost non-existent.

Thus the

use of print media or direct mail as a media to reach

consumers is ineffective and useless.

However, sales

promotion which are mostly used in Saudi Arabia to motivate

con'sumers are less developed and Saudi managers distrust
the use of promotion as a technique to generate demand.
Labor Force

As indicated in the introduction, the U.S.

has the

highest rate of dollar expenditure in advertising in the

industrial world.

For many reasons this is true, some of

which are its large-size population and labor force.

However, in Saudi Arabia, advertising was useless because
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of the ia.te introduetion of industrialization in the late

1970s, and the serious problems of shortage of Saudi

labor.

Out of nearly 7 million of the Sandi population,

only 1,470 thousand men are in the labor force and
48 thousand are women.

The rest are foreigners from dif

ferent countries, as explained in the chapter.

The

following table shows the comparison of native and alien
laborers in Saudi Arabia.

I,abor Category in Saudi Arabia"^

Xn Thousands
Labor Force

Saudi men
Saudi women
Non-Saudi men
Non-Saudi women

Total

1975

Growth

1980

1,259

1,470.0

27

:

•

3.1

48.0

12.1

306

767.6

20.2

8

45.0

41.2

1,600

2,330.6

7.8

Ministry of Planning, Second Five Year Development Plan
1975-1980 (Jeddah> Par Okaz), pv

In addition to the short labor force in the Kingdom
the Saudi citizens still look down on the "blue-collar"

workers in factories or any industries.
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Thus, most high

school graduates prefer strongly to get a college education
rather than going to a technical school or institution,

even if the technical job pays a higher salary.
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Advertising Media

Newspapers are considered the major vehicle for most

advertising in Saudi Arabia, yet they are hot fully developed
and utilized as are newspapers in the U.S.

There are no

classified ads.

In Saudi Arabia, the newspapers are privately owned but
the government subsidizes them to keep them running because

of their low daily circulation.

Most of these newspapers'

circulations do not exceed 5,000 copies.

However there are '

11 newspapers whose total circulation of 60,000 averages

to nearly 10 copies per 1000 inhabitants.^^ These papers
are:

(1) Arab News

- ad rate % page inside, black and

white - nearly $2,500.

English language daily with

estimated circulation of 40,000.

(2) Al-Bilad

$2,000.

- ad rate % page inside, black and white

Arabic daily with an estimated circulation of 25,000.
Al-Jazira - ad rate % page, black and white, $1700.

Arabic daily - circulation 40,000.

(4) Al-Nadwah - ad rate % page, -black and white, nearly

$2,00.

Arabic daily - circulation 35,000.

(5) Al-Madina - ad rate % page, black and white $2,300
Arabic daily - circulation 45,000

(6) Okaz - ad rate % page, black and white, $2900.
Arabic daily - circulation 30,000
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(7) A1 Riyadh

$2,000.

- ad rate

% page, black and white,

Arabic daily - circulation 50,000

(8) Saudi Gazette - ad rate % page, black and white,

$2,000.

English daily - circulation 30,000

(9) A1 Yamamah - ad rate full page, black and white,
$1,100.

Arabic weekly - circulation 35,000

(10) Al-Yawn - ad rate, unpublished.

Arabic daily 

circulation 25,000.

•

(11) Al-sharq lal-Awsat - ad rate, full page - $9,300.

Arabic daily, circulation 13,000.^^
However, not all print paper or media are mentioned

here because unavailability of the data.

Even these stated

newspapers are not 100 percent reliable data, especially

the circulation.

These papers claimed some figures which

are different from the UNESCO figures on total circulation.

Some of these newspapers introduced color by early
1980s

on the 1st page.

Another observation about Saudi

dailies is that space allowed for advertising is very limited
compared to space allowed in U.S. dailies.

Most of these papers were not established before 1965.

There were no press facilities at that time for newspapers
until early 1970 when these papers were granted a loan to
build full printing facilities with the most advanced auto
matic presses.
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The art work of these ads are designed outside the

Kingdom and are put directly on the paper with no informa
tion more than the name of the product and the local

distributor.
items.

Most of the ads are perfume and cosmetic

Local advertisers place more attention on informa

tion and benefits, and care less about the art work since

no expeirtise is available in the Kingdom.

While the

press line may have advantages for advertisers in the West,

it has few in Saudi Arabia and promote no sale demand as we
know it.

All of the papers of Saudi Arabia circulate nearly

evenly in all cities and towns, and a paper may have more
readers outside of its original city.

Magazines.

Few of them are published in SaUdi Arabia

and most of them are published by government ministries

which are provided for small segments groups who are working

or studying in such ministries.

Few of these magazines

have ads in them, and these are not much of consumer t3^es, or
specialized magazines as known in the United States of

America.

Hioman interest magazines are Unheard of in Saudi

Arabia, but in late 1970, the group who established Saudi

Research and Marketing have also grown up in publishing

internationally with the latest technological printing

facilities all over the world.

The Hafiz, family, from

Saudi Arabia, has made possible the birth of the most ad- '

vanced four-color weekly news magazine named A1 Majalla 
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for men, and Sayidaty -"My Lady" for x^smen. These two ,
magazines are the focus of this study of how advertising
is handled in both of them.

The topic, the rate, the

advertising message and the cultural difference of how

well advertisers adapt and understand the society of
Saudi Arabia,

and how different they are from other Arab

Muslim countries.

As claimed, Al-Majalla has a paid weekly circulation

of 101,061, certified by the Audit Bureau of Circulation,

Ltd. for January-June 1985.

The magazine is published on

Wednesday by Saud Regaer and Market office in London,
United Kingdom.
This magazine's circulation reaches all Pan-Arab

countries plus most European and American countries to

reach those who are settled.

It is a men's magazine dis

cussing all topics from analyses of world political events,
literary works, cinema, to sports and fashion.

"My Lady" Sayidaty

is the women's magazine with a

circulation of 96,787 weekly, , bringing to Arab ladies
all issues on fashions, cosmetics, education and arts with

interesting articles of important interest to modern Arab
women such as child care, home decoration and foods.

There are other magazines that are published locally
in Saudi Arabia.
Arabian Sun:

Some are weekly such as:
Pub-ARAMCO, English
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Child, circiilation 5000, Arabic

Al-Dawa, published; Islamic University, Aiabic
Igraa, published Al-Bilad, 32,000, Arabic
Al-Mujfama, Arabic

Rabitat al Alam A1 Islami.
Saudi Business,

Arabic and English

English

Saudi Economic Survey.

English

AlYamamah, Girculation 40,000, Arabic

Some of the monthly magazines that are mostly pub
lished by government agencies

are:

AhIan Wasahlan - by Saudi Arabia Airlines for

flight journal circulation, 150,000,
Mujalia al-Eqtisad wa al-Idara,
Oafla-e-Zaid,
Al-Sharkiah,

\ . . Elle,
Al-Soqoor,
Al-Tadhamon Al-Islami,
Al-Tijurah,

and there are many other magazines for trade and
Islamic management and traditions.

None of the adver-

'

tising of these magazines is directed to consumers, or gives
any topic or consumer goods or consumer preference.
periodicals have a very low circulation.
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These

Radio is almost tliidmost effective media for adver

tising in Saudi Arabia tod-ay. primarily because it is the
most useable media among all the population and because it

was built before television.

In 1957 the government first

announced that it was buildihg a radio station in Ray^^^

■ 13 ■ . ■ ■ .

It was on the air for 16 hours a day and three years later
another station was built in Jeddah,
with 17 hours daily.

the western province,

However, the development of a national

radio network was not possible until the mid-1970s, and
television's national system did not exist until 1982.

Yet much oif the prpgrams of radio mostly imported from

advanced countries such as Lebanon and Egypt.

Even today

more programs are imported and produced outside Saudi

Arabia than inside, due to unskilled producers, technical

development, and little"know-how" of the management of
air production.

Nowadays radio is the most developed medium in the
country, and its

power can reach neighboring countries

and to European and Far Eastetn countries on special programs
aimed to each cbuntry in their own languages.

But adver

tising did not Start in. an electronic media until January

of 1986.

The advantage of radio over TV these days is

that most people have a radio and it's easy to carry around.
Today the number of radio receivers in Saudi Arabia is es

timated at 2,800,000 receivers in use.^^

Television.

Although television in the western world

became the major influential media if not the best for

advertising.

It hasn't built anymarket in Saudi Arabia

because last January of 1986 was the first time to have

any commercial on the air, primarily because it's financed
and controlled by the government for all of its necessity

and programming/ The equipment is managed and directed
well by government officers, but software makes a big
problem for the Saudi government.

There are no local

private production companies such as Hollywood in the U.S.
There are no actors or actresses except for a very few.

Yet they are looked down at in Saudi culture.

Most of the

TV programs are bought from outside, either from Egypt
or western cowboy movies which are mostly cut and censored

because of unacceptable Scenery or beha.viors.

Audience Size

The audience size of both brpadcastihg media is
impossible to track down because of the lack of research
on audience number and set receiver nxamber.

As Dr. Douglas

Boyd. wrote, "It is impossible to know exactly the number
of radio and television sets in Saudi Arabia."
• ■^

However,
■]_A. ■

today there are an estimated 2.5 million TV sets.

Yet,

customs figures on sets of,radio and TV imported to the
Kingdom are not helpful because most of these sets are

purchased by non-Saudi workers who take them to their

families back home as a gift, such as Egyptians, Yemenis,
or Indians.

Second, because the broadcasting system is not

commercial, undertaking research to determine audience
size or sets was not necessary and unthinkable.

And

because advertising relies on audience size and program
preference, many foreigners' research companies tried and

made surveys either by a commission such as Associated
Business Consultants (ABG) of Beirut, Lebanon in 1972.

This study surveyed radio and television and print media
habits of the audience group.

U.S. Information Agency.

It was sponsored by the

Another study was made by McCann-

Middle East Media Study in 1977, 1979, but the most accurate
study was done by Dr. Boyd and Dr. Shibaili in 1972.
However, Hashemite Broadcasting Service of Jordan has done

the first radio survey in Saudi Arabia, but without official
permission.

The result of most of these studies projected as

follows:

From 1972 USIA study viewing habits in Saudi Arabia

TV estimated 87% owned TV sets and 527o said they watched
TV daily.

Concerning radio, USIA study indicated that

of their sampled respondents, 88% turn to Saudi radio at
least once a week; 70%, turn to Radio Cairo; 53% turn to
Voice of the Arab-Cairo; 73% turn to BBC--London; 62%, turn

to radio Kuwait; and 37% turn to Voice of America.
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But

Radio of Monte Carlo (RMC) is the most popular foreign
station received in Saudi Arabia.

The dordan (HBS) atndy indicated that the Egypt
(Middle; East Erpgram) and Bahrain contaercial radio are
well received and liked in Saudi Arabia.

But the McCann study revealed no information more than

that Radio of Monte Carlo

is the most received and popular

"station primarily because of reporting the incident of 1979,
the seizure of Makka Mosque.

Then the government jammed

RMC for a few weeks.

The most exclusive study was that done by Boyd (1972)
and the results are summarized as follows:

Nearly 90% respondents owned TV sets

,

247o respondents ownsd 2 T"V sets

60% watch TV daily

14.8 -average viewing hours per week
j 6

average number who watch TV together

% believe that TV has an impact on Saudi

Thursday and Friday--weekend most, popular shows
and programs watched,

the end of 1980s, Saudi's major problem is proto get more of its audience to watch local TV,

and skilled production people and companies as well as
sufficient program .budget.

Up to date Saudi Arabia has the

most advanced and extensive broadcasting system in the
Arab world.

But TV and radio personnel does not exceed

1200 employees in all of its departments.

Three hundred of

them, who are foreigners, are responsible for all radio

and television program production for all television
stations in the Kingdom.

Yet advertising is in its initial

stage and is the least utilized.

More research and correct

data on consumer preference, the frequency of watching TV,
and market conditions for consumers goods are the most

needed for an appropriate advertising strategy for Saudi's
mass media in general.

Outdoor Advertising is the most frequently used and
the most advanced medium of advertising in Saudi Arabia.
Today it is second after newspaper advertising in dollars
revenue.

Tihama is the most active agency in developing

the system of outdoor advertising, and their services include
the following forms:
(1) Hoardings - posters on painted panels;
(2) Bulletin boards - specially constructed large

solus site usually bearing painted panels and
sometimes laid out with gardens and illxaminated;
(3) Public information panels - double crown poster

panels, usually seen on pavements and in
shopping precincts;
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(4) Billboards - boards for double crown posters,
sometimes temporarily displayed, including arena

advertising at sports stadiums;

Newscaster - electronic device showing moving
strip of words on face of high building,
alternating news with advertising;
Signs - painted, metal, glass, neon, electric;
(7) Miscellaneous - advertisements on litter bins,

bus shelters advertising town guide maps, banners,

and flags, and on parking meters.
An outdoor advertisement therefore works well and

very confident for Saudi market and people.

It is a

dominant medium, working very hard by day and night, and
in the very hot weather of the Kingdom.

and exposure.

seldom.

It has a long life

Many signs are permanent or are changed very

It has a high coverage; nearly 807c. of the people

who pass it by are able to see it, especially the illiterate

Pictorial posters are used very well and its form lends

itself to continuous all-the-year-round coverage.
However, the most disadvantages of this medium, which

is expanding very fast since 1983 in Saudi Arabia, is that
copy has to be very short in order to be read at a distance.

And its audience gives less time and little concentration

is expected.

It is seen in a very casual and secondary

fashion, and it is good only for long-term campaigns.
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Nearly $10.6 million was the revenue of outdoor
advertising for 1983 in Saudi Arabia for the Tiharaa ad

agency only.

Gutdpor signs develop with a U.S. company

which develops the unipole signs.
Transportation is displayed through the medium of

transpbrtation advertising.

Buses and taxis are the major

vehicles for this type of ads in the Kingdom.

addressed to the traveling public.

It is

The adyanfage of it

is that the adyertising can present sales messages to an
audience willing to be interested, amused or informed.

It is for an audience that for the time being is not
concentrating on anything else and that is willing to pass

the time reading the advertising.
Because people are attracted by moving objects, buses

in Saudi Arabia are big and attract the attention of many
people who are either waitingi sitting, or moving in the
streets.

This advertising, either inside the bus or out

side, can provide more information and it's something to
occupy the passengers' minds.

It is partially branched

under outdoor advertisemsnt of Tihama in various cities

of the Kingdom, primarily the capital Riyadh, Makkah,
AT-Madina, Jeddah, Taif, Gassim and Dammam.

With the exclusive rights Tikamp: has on all Saudi

newspapers and magazines, it also has the advertising right

for street lamp post signs, road panels, stadixmi panels,
■

■
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and, as well, advertising for bus services of the Saudi

Public Transportation Co. throughout all the cities and
20

'

towns of the Kingdom.

Bus is the most useful medium of advertisement in the

Kingdom because of movement and reaching all people every
where.

It is the most effective during Hajj season "the

pilgrimage, to Makka" where nearly 9 million passengers
21

Used it during 1981.

It's almost the most successful

medixom of advertising in Saudi Arabia today because of its
high reach and frequency of seeing the ads in all cities
and towns.

There are nearly 850 buses used in the Kingdom,

some of which are "double-deckers."

Their total passenger

carried during 1982 reached to 118 million passengers with
an increase of 85 percent over 1981.
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Regulation of Advertising

Generally speaking, advertising in Saudi Arabia, is
within the guidelines df Islamie law,

fully

adapted to it. Ror exainiyle,; women in isiam
their heads and show no hair, but most print media and
television show western iadieS with bared heads as is the
custorn in western countries.

However, television could

not adapt to this law because it would require ,cutting and
editing all acts done by ladies and this would mean that

the film story would be incomplete and funny, because
more than 50% of western movies use women as actresses.

Among the prohibited words and acts on television in
Saudi Arabia are:

(1) scenes that arouse sexual excitement;

(2) women who dress indecently, dance scenes and
scenes showing overt acts df love;

:

(3) women appearing in athletic games or sports
(4) alcoholic drinks and environments;

(5) derogatory references to any of the "heavenly
religions"

(6) treatment of other countries with praise, or

(7) references to Zionism;

(8) any material meant to expose monarchy;
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(9) ail immoral scenes;

refefence to betting or gambling;
(11) excessive violence of any kind.

22

These are the main guidelines to screen programs before
shows on television.

These criteria are most stricly

applied in Saudi Arabia.

Other Gulf States follow the

sarie guidelines but are not as strict as Saudi Arabia.

Boyd has mejitioned one example of what could happen
in Western movies in Saudi Arabia.

In 1966 the film

department related the following: • because alcohol is for
bidden, a scene of two sheriffs walkins into a bar was

censored.

Another scene where the sheriff talks to an

unveiled woman Was also censored.

Therefore the criteria could be applied for commercial

television, radio or print media.

But no specific guide

line is followed, so no person is aware of the extent of

the program or ad censorship.

The persons who do the

:

editing are not very expert in western strategy of
commercialism and maybe something could pass by without
being censored.

Other things may be censored although

its censoring may be nothing more than that the editor

does not like it, or feels suspicious of words or acts.
However, nowadays not every program is edited the same

way as in 1966.

There is more openess and acceptance to

western scenery and western women's dress, but not
^
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totally as free as in the United States--for example,

ho lady wearing shorts can be seen on Saudi teleyision.

Women

Always in islamic context has been the norm for

Saudi women since early days.

In fact, even today most

of the women of Arabia are conservative and proud of the
Islamic restrictions in the matter of clothing.

Women's rights and freedom is more advanced in
Islam laid down by the Koran and the Sharia (law) more

than 1400 years ago, and it has often excelled those of

women in the West.

It was the Married Women's Property

Act of 1882 when women acquired the right for them to

meet in the hbuse of relatives.

Muslim women's position

in Arabia has greatly improved.

Her lot was established

and secured since the time of Messenger Muhammad.

The

killing of baby girls before Islam was stopped by Islam.
Legal and property rights in marriage, divorce and inher
itance are all stated in the Koran.

She has equal rights

as men but because man's role and responsibility positions
him as the head of the household according to/the Koran.
This same thing is widely accepted in most western societies

What is of much importance about women in Saudi Arabia
is that not all of them work, or go to school.
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Only a few

and very small percentage of the young generation db so.
However, the majority of them study, work or go to school to
pass the time, but when a woman gets married," the prob

ability of leaving the job to rear the children is high.
It is OK for Saudi women not to study--it's OK not to
work, but it's not OK to stay unmarried, which is very
common to women in western societies.

Even those working

women in the Kingdom are kept primarily in two jobs-
either teaching in a girls' school, or nursing, a job
that is looked-down upon in Arabia because it is
associated with servants' work.

The reason for this is that family life is still the
basis for the Saudi society, and even younger up to marriage

age are still held in the utmost respect.

Women's libera

tion as known in the West does not exist in Arabia and is

unthinkable.
power.

Large families remain the country's immense

Although new couples married may move out to another

home, they are 80 percent tied with the old family system.
And the woman has the major role of rearing children and

keeping up from inside with all activities of the family.
She is forbidden to drive a car, or take a taxi alone, or

leave the country without a male member of the family.
These are religiously restricted rules and very well prac
ticed among most families in Saudi Arabia.

Women also

do not leave home unveiled and totally covered in the
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&,treet. More than half of the Saudi women married befpte

the age of twenty-five--those who stay single longer than
that without marriage will have less opportunity for
marriage and feel desolate and lonely because she can't
go with any man except through marriage.
The condition of Arabian women is illustrated by
the Koran and tradition of prophet Muhammad who has set

additional guidelines for women's way of life.

Thus he

has issued legislation to guide the use of women in all

forms of communication and advertising.

Yet in the West

no legislation guides the use of women in advertising,
although some women groups are lobbying for it.

Arabian

women in general do not prefer to be used in ads and don't

like the stereotypes, of women as drudges, sex sjmibols,
shrews or as; happy little homemakers.

:

Another thing about

women in Saudi Arabia is that more than 70 percent of them

don't know how to read. Onlyfew of them will buy magazines
to look at them.

Only a small portion of those in high

school or early college read magazines, and they don't
buy them often or regularly.

in Saudi Arabia.

Magazines are the least read

Women mostly like to watch television

but not aIon--only with the family and also group communica

tion in social women's parties or with males of her family,
such as a brother, uncle or father.

She may enjoy a

great opportunity of work as physician or university
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'

professor ^

more welcome, in fact needed, to be

a doctor or school professor specially for women, but she

wouldh't be expected to be seen in public for dinner with
a male friend.

Most of women's advertisement is a tool

of women's liberation movement. . Most of the ads show

women in beauty products, fashions--others show her in
the kitchen with the new look.

These ads portray western

play women to Arabian society whose women spend most of
their time at home.

The benefit of free time and freedom

to go out is preferred in western society, but .in Arabia
these phrases are unacceptable and meaningless.

This may

lead western society to consider Arabian women with no
role other than to rear children, but women in Saudi

Arabia and most Islamic societies wield a lot of power from
inside of the house.

Her role is expanded and cemented

by marriage arranged by women of the clan.

She may play

a big role in establishing business and work for family
members through her husband's contact.
gre^

She can build a

unity and cohesion through women communication

with fathers, brothets, husbands, or sons.

It is also

considered in the tradition that the mother is a school

if you prepare her with education-ethics.
nation will be established.

Thus a strong

Arabian culture norms are

reflected upon Islamic rules which the society monitors
very well.

Thus advertisers, in planning their strategy for

■women's products, should consider the ethics of Islamic
culture, otherwise the will lose results from the efforts

they made.

Another important thing to be mentioned is

that most ■women have no money unless the husband gives he
the money to buy her needs.

This has somewhat resulted in

a male dominated market for women's things in Saudi Arabia

because more than 90 percent of the women don't work;
thus, buying decisions are enforced by men or husbands

who control money spending.

Role of Advertising

Lack of understanding of Saudi culture makes many
advertisefs rely on what they think of a market and the
people as being the same everywhere.

This perception could

be right in other Cpuntries but not ih Saudi Arabia.

country is more religious dominant and very rich.

The

The

country people have no idea of what the advertisement means

or wants from them.

Sometimes they look do^wn at adver

tisements and the people who are doing them.

Locally, advertising is not as well developed in

Saudi Arabia as in the U.S.

It is in its infancy.

No

psychological theme or persuasive strategy has been used
to capture the Saudi society--no professional research or

consumer preference surveys have been conducted.
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As we will exaiiiihe various advertisements of American

consumer products in Saudi we will see how well those

advertisers appeal to the Arab culture in gneral and Saudi
consumers in particular.

Most of these advertisements

appear in the latest development of Saudi magazihes--Al

Majalia for men arid Sayidaty for women.

These two magazines

are the. leading Saudi print tiedia in consumers topics of

intefest.

For men and women in addition these magazines

monitor the pulse of Arab lifev analyses of world politics,
literary works in the Arab world and heritage.

However,

some western ideas of Sports, fashions, cinema and arts
are also features of western culture in four colors.

Some things are introduced to Arab culture with many ideas

of western products.

These are mainly cosmetics, beauty

aids, luxury items such as watches and perfuems, canned

foods, cigarettes, and cars.

All of these are heavily

advertised in these magazines.

Other items of advertisement

are not related to the consumer such as Douglass Aircrafts,
Northridge School of Technical Aircrafts and many others.

After putting these ads in categories in chapter
three, a content analysis for each category will be given
and the relationship of these ads to Arab culture will
show how well companies understand the Arabian consumer.

\
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PART IV

Advertisement Analyses of American Products in
A1 Majalia and Sayadity

Before analyzing the ads that are aimed at an Arabian
market, some points are worth mentioning.

Among these

points are (1) there is no specific consumer research
having been done to study and understand the mentality
and desires of the Arabian consumer,; (2) most, if riot all,

of the ads have taken a stereotyped approach of the Arab
market as one segment; (3) target market groups are not
identified; and (4) many western companies think that

"costly, status-oriented merchandise will sell itself."
The latter is a false assumption about the Arab market
stated Mr. P. Ardajj, President of Middle East Advertising

and Marketing Corp. in New York.^ Demographical, or
psychographical and behavioristic segmentation market
strategies are not applied or even researched in the Arab
market.

The market was looked at from two pints;

(1)

its potential increased buyer power; and (2) its geo
graphical region and wealth of the area.

The Arabs are

taken as a whole or as one market without looking at the

increase of the middle class and the great stress on
value for money.

A big mistake of most companies when
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advertising to the Arab market is the use of the same ad

copy as is used for the American market> although most of
these cbmpanies claimed to have paid considerable attention

to culture values and differences.

For example, cigarette

ads are advertised with the same theme and approach as
in America.

Marlboro's advertising is heavily usirig

the male macho image with the same working and pictures of

a cowboy in the background.

Camel cigarettes also uses

the same stfategy.

,

Recently, Advertising Age, in a special report about
the Arabian market, stated some notice about consximer

market, high class perfume was found to be the best consumer

goods in sales of $37 million a year.

And Saudi Arabia

rated as the sixth largest market of fragrance in the
world, after the United States, Japan, Germany, France and

Italy.

But it'is the first in terms of perfxame consumption

per capita compared to its 7 million citizens.

Perfume is

more favored as a consumer good even among religious people
because it's a reward for some one to wear it and it is

also among the things that Prophet Muhammad enjoyed.

In

promoting perfumes, some European marketers fit their

advertising campaigns to Arabian culture if requested to
do so.

For example, the men's perfume, Drakkar Noir, by

Guy Laroche, in its European ad shows a man* s hand clutching
the perfume bottle and a woman's hand seizing his bare

■'■
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forearm.

In the Saudi version, however, the man's arm

is clothed in a dark jacket sleeve and the woman is
touching the man's hand only with her fingertips.2
Yet few western marketers are this ca.reful.

Ads

created mostly by multinationals either in Europe, or in
the U.S. have very sophisticated visual creativity and

expertise

with the products but lack the knowledge and

small details that should be used in different markets.

Usually the ad copy goes off in another direction when

the product is translated from English to another language
or from one culture to another.

This reflects on what

the marketer is trying to achieve through advertising.

Some try to communicate with the market, Others try to
inform consumers about a product, or persuade them to buy.
This issue is not that some used a standardized approach,
such as cigarette marketers, or local modification as

Pamper baby diapers.

But it's whether the advertise^erit

communicates to the market or not--is it relevant to it
or not?

Just for the illustration of avoidihg cultural dif

ference around the world, many companies lose the market
or understand it incorrectly.

For example, in Mexico

an American ink company tried to sell ink using outdoor
signs saying "avoid embarrassment from leak and stain."

In translating this phrase to Spanish, the word "embarazar"
78

the ink company was very embarrassed to discover that

"embarazar" in Spanish means "to become pregnant."

A

very wrong wording and ad copy made people think that a
contraceptive device was for sale, not ink.

Another

laundry detergent company tried to sell in Quebec,

announcing that it works well on the dirtiest parts of
the wash.

The translation was "Les parties de sale,"

meaning an expression for "private parts."

In Brazil,

American Airlines advertised as"rendez-vous lounges"
in the jet, only to discover that this phrase means a

place, in the language of Brazil, a place to make love.
However there are many other examples of failure because
3.

of lack of cultural understanding and cultural research.
Through looking at some of these American product
advertisements, we will notice which ads communicate
better with the Saudi market and which ads do not.

Some of these ads were successful because they were
able to elicit a culturally positive concept by means of
printed or pictorial messages, which may be significant
to the Saudi culture.

But we do not see this in most ads,

as will be shown.
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Aramis.

This famous American men's perfxjme is

advertised in A1 Majalla and pays much attention to
special Eastern tradition.

The background and the color

tone, the perfume bottle and the table on which it sits,

show- a very deep concern and thoughtful idea of the
Saudi culture and Arabian taste.

The color, the back

ground and table setting goes very well with Arabian
taste and is very acceptable.

But a major mistake in its

advertising is in using no headlines or ad copy at all.
Although most Saudi citizens don't read, those who buy
the magazine are able to read it, and find it interesting
to read.

Because the headline and ad copy is totally

ignored in these ads, the message of communication was

lost.

No one knows what Aramis means except those people

who have tried it or seen it.
was mentioned in the ad.

Not even the word "perfiime"

Anyone looking at the ad needs

to read something or some identification of what is being
advertised, but no infoimiation is given except for the
name and the address of the'distributor in Saudi Arabia.

No benefits for using the product were mentioned in order
to sell the product, nor was it stated where it was made.

The visual creativity demonstrates the product's superiority
with the use of a simple layout.

On the other hand, Calvin Klein perfxame, called
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Obsession for women is adveftised in Sayidaty

the Arabian fainily women* s magazine.

(My Lady),

The same,mistake

appears in this ad when no headline or ad copy is apparent.

A headline shoiild tell the whole story, and the copy
should reinforce the benefits of the product; but on the

ad copy only the word "Qbsession" at the bottom of the page
was translated and said that it wa.s a new perfume to enjoy
from Calvin Klein.

The distribu^o^^^

nmne was also

mentioned.

The illustrated phptpgraph of; the undreSseh lady lying
on the bed in a romantic moment'it typical of the sex appeal
in American ads.

It is, of course, anvinVitation to sex

and is clearly planned to go against the cultural norm of

Saudi Arabian society.

However, because of the vagueness

of the picture, the ad passes easily any cultural obstacle
or concern.

The other major mistake of all this is that

the word "obsession" either to Americans or Arabians is

meant to abuse or haunt Or appear in uncommon behavior or
act.

It is very much prohibited as a term in Arabic

language, and if this word were to be translated in Arabic

meaning, the ad would not be printed at all.

Another

thing about women in Islam is that they are considered

like glass, or a flower--some one to enjoy, not to abuse
or be an obsession at all.

Anyone who tries to advocate

such behavior or act is consider

the social

system of Saudi culture.

Moreover, perftjme itself only

is worn by women at family gatherings or when with her
husband.

At other forms of social meetings, she is not

allowed to wear perfume in public.
This ad fifteen years ago would never pass to
Saudi culture because the rules were very strict, and the

whole magazine would therefore not be accepted at all.
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DOVE

is a women's soap, positioned as a beauty bar

rather than as traditional soap.

Its oval shape looked

more feminine and smoother than the common rectangle.
It is a cosmetic item which is packaged in a hard box

rather than a paper wrapper.

It looks nicer and persuades

women to purchase it by its moisturizing cream feeling

and the ad pictures the woman taking it on her hand to
test its feeling on her face.

The ads promise that Dove

"creams your skin while you wash" and is supported by a
picture of cleansing cream pouring into the bar.
The headline and the beautiful face illustrates very

weli the quality of the product and its smoothness.. However
the same strategy had been used for a long time for the
American consumer.

Although all women, whether Arabian or

American, like to look nice and smooth, the target audience

of Arabian women use the product for the reason that it

illustrates a beauty soap not only for hand washing.
The theme makes no cultural distinction because the

marketer sees women as women the world over, and that may
be the reason for no change of ad copy or the advertisement

as a whole.

Another important thing is that the marketer

did not try to translate the name on the box but kept it
in.English.

These strategies of positioning Dove soap is working
well, not only for Lever Brothers who produce it for
85

American women, but it is actually beneficial for Arabian

women because of the high heat and dry weather of their
country.

The product is a good product that is very

appealing to Saudi women who care much for beauty.
Religiously speaking, the face is very attractive and
does not convey the Islamic code of ethics for Muslim
women.

It would be more attractive and more acceptable

socially in Saudi if the hair were covered by a black
scarf.

However, generally speaking., the Dove ads have a

high rate of acceptance in the Saudi market because of its
general theme.
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"When Istopped usingsoap andstarted
using Dove,myfacejust wasn'tdry anymore.
1feel20years younger."
Gloria Carter,Los Angeles, Calif.

t
e

\

4
"You know thattight, dryfeeling you
getafter you wash with soap?1didn'tfeel
that with Dove"

Junell Wingate, Waymta,Minn.

s
"Soap made mefeellikeIhad a mask on.Tight
and pulling. Dove is100% better thansoap."
Carol Vines, Atlanta, Ga.

^hite

y

Dove'doesnldrylikesoa|x
BecauseDoveistitsoap.

JQHITSON BABY LOTION advertisements appear for its

products in Sayidaty, the Arab women's magazine, but not
to use it for babies only.
as another target market.

It is targeted toward women
The ad copy illustration shows

that baby lotion is grown-up with you since childhood.

Day after day growing with you very softly.

Unlike soap

and water, baby lotion helps to erase spots of left over
makeup and makes the face look natural.

soft skin as you were a baby.

It offers clean

This is the ad copy tran

slation of the Johnson Baby Lotion appearing for Arabian
women.

However, the advertisement and ad copy appear

different for American consxjmers but is the same target
market of grown-up women.

In Parents Magazine the ads

show benefits of Johnson Baby Lotion to keep the skin soft*

leave it with healthy, youthful glow, and terrific body.
The illustration between the two ads are different.

The one for Saudi women shows a child, a young baby face,
lady and the lotion very attractive and attention getting,
While the ad illustration for American consumer shows

four small pictures stressing the lotion thickness, how

absorbable, uniqueness and beauty soft all over the top
half of a naked chest of a lady.
The strategy is almost the same but prepared differ

ently to the same target market.

The product is unique

and useful for women anywhere in the world.

It is famous

in Saudi Arabia and used constantly by women, but not as
much as in America.

The ad copy and illustration is

reasonably acceptable in Saudi Arabia and goes well with
traditional custom but not very well.

It could be better

if the ads appear in local language and strategy to direct
women when and how to use it, not only to take off makeup

spots but to use it for cool weather in winter and to
soften the desert drjmess.

The American copy is stressed

well because most women use it to be soft and feel soft

and look soft.

The ad copy aimed at Arabian consumer is

very weak and translated the same benefit that American
women use it for, with different wording.

In winter time,

summer time, after make up and after washing dishes or

clothing or taking shower are different times that Saudi
women used it daily and the advertiser can do well to
/

stress the benefits of the lotion of these times and

direct the women to try it for softer feeling in hands
and body with Johnson Baby Lotion.

Another point is

important to mention--the reasons American women used the
lotion are not the same reasons the lotion is used in
Saudi Arabia.
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HAIR SHAMPOO.

There are more than three kinds of

hair shampoo advertised, aiming at women and dandruff of

the hair.

Two of the'ads tried by different strategies

to inform-and increase consimcier traffic toward their

products.

However Head and Shoulders used comparative

advertising but did not indicate any other brand name
except saying that half of the hair was washed with regular

Shampoo but^dandruff remained the same, while it was gone
when using Head and Shoulders for four weeks.

pulls consumers by two claims:

This ad

first, use Head and

Shoulders for dandruff or hair, and buy it often to get
rid of dandruff.

The ad;:illustratibn looks doubtful and unappealing

but the headline was very successful in getting the

attention of the reader• Another thing about the ad copy
is untrue in Gn®P^ing with unidentified shampoo.

Less

information was provided about the other product to pull
consumers to buy Head and Shoulders.

The product is useful for those who have dandruff

but it has no testimonials of believability to convince
consumers. Furthermore the illustration looks ugly and!
no social attitude was considered for Saudi women or theme
to appeal to them to use the products.

The cultural

tradition of covered hair of Arabian women scratching
her hair by the hand may illustrate better results and
93

more acceptance because most Arabian women cover their
hair for a long time.

Plus the dandruff never comes

on top of the hair, but rather underneath.

At the other hand, Selsun Blue shampoo ad appears
better and well illustrated with no model in the ad.

Only the product with hair accessories that are placed
around the bottle made it look more prestigious.

The

name of the product appears twice as in the bottle with
English and translated on the headline into Arabic.
It communicated.much better than Head and Shoulders and
makes more sense to Arabian women and in relation to
Arabian custom and norms.
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CLORQX bleach is used internationally to clean
white cotton to make it brighter.

The product is adver

tised to Arabian market differently, not in theme but in

terms of multiple usage.

The main benefit stressed for

the Saudi market is that the product makes cloth

cleaner and easier to cleart than before.

The liquid

bleach can be used for white cloth and the Clorox 2 for

colored clothing.

On the other hand, the product is ad

vertised a little bit differently for the American
consumer.

The American ad version emphasizes the use for

the product for explicit white clothes such as Arrow

shirts, colored clothes, and as unbeatable disinfecting
cleaner for toilet and bath tub.

One major other differ

ence that the ads for American consumer contains is some

promotion on price more appealing than other products or

to try it for pre-wash.
There is nothing in the ads offensive to Arabians

more than it would be more proper to have no model in
the ads because women don't like to wash clothes since

it is a hard job that takes more time.
However, the brand is well known in Saudi market

and sells very well.
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BABY DIAPERS most often advertised in Saudi Arabia

are Pampers, aimed at mothers.

The product is positioned

as to its convenience and easy tape fastener for the main
benefits of its use.

To illustrate the visualized draw

ing of putting on and off the diaper on the baby for
comfort and easiness.

Also the ad copy uses the wording

as illustrated these benefits.

The copy headline and

the illustration of the baby looking through an enlarger
illustrates hvunor.

The tape part of the diaper is the

new benefit of Pampers.

In addition the ad body copy

adds the benefit of less-wet and more protection.

The advertisement and its copy go well with Saudi
culture and the product is very beneficial to mothers.
The brand is well known in Saudi Arabia and it is manu

factured in the Kingdom.

The advertisement communicates well and is very
detailed.

However, most mothers care more about diapers

leaking than about the new tape.

In comparison with the American version of Pampers

the ad theme emphasizes different benefits, "The Wet Stops
Here," as the main theme, and then advances the benefits

of blue waist shield that helps wetness from leaking.
The pictures are more lifelike and the appeal of a healthy

look is unlike the drawing of the advertising aimed at
the Saudi market.

1,02

Nothing much is needed to increase the usage of
Pampers in Saudi Arabia because people use them heavily.
However they do not care which products to buy since both
Pampers and Luvs are competing products made by the same

company, Procter & Gamble.

Both products are sold and

advertised for the Saudi market.

Luvs as well as Pampers emphasized the same thing
of waistband and the blue waist shield for the American

consximer.

At the other hand, the waist tape band of

Pampers and rubber tape of Luvs that fit around the legs
are emphasized for the Saudi markets.
are the same as American ads.

None of the ads

Each has some difference

and emphasizes different benefits with different
illustrations.

Tide and Pampers baby diapers are the most known
and useful products of Procter and Gamble.

However Tide

strategy differs in strategy for Saudi consumers and the
American consumer.

The Tide ads for American consumers

are very simple and clear, primarily as a reminder and

insistence to use the brand.

Neither wording nor ad model

were used or any dramatic approach to illustrate its
usefulness.

It might be because the brand is well known

to most American consumers and has grown up with them
since birth.

Unlke the advertisement to Arabian consumers-

their ads for the Saudi market were more dramatized and

may have been done locally by the distributors of a Saudi
103

ad agency.

However, the illustrations and body copy are

very silly and stupidly worded because Saudi women already
know the quality of Tide and it is the most frequently
bought laundry detergent throughout the country.

One of

these dramatized headlines says, "Oh, poor women, the

drop of little juice will cost you a new dress," and the

illustration's more funny because the dropped glass is
facing the other lady whose dress got nothing on it,
while the one whose dress got wet from the juice looks as

if she poured it on her dress and look more suprised
rathern than looking to her dress.
The Tide brand is the major product in the U.S.
as well as in Saudi Arabia for it has been on the market

for over 20 years.

However, the American version ad

will be much more appropriate for Saudi consumers than
the dramatized one shown with this product.
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Babies are thrilled

with Pampers® and its
blue waistshield. And for good
reason. Because this unique
blue waistshield helps keep
wetnessfrom leaking up better

than any diaper with
a regular waistever did
before. So Moms are thrilled.

wnn

AtSOMIICNCY

Because they know that means
drier T-shirts, drier sheets...and

a drier babyfrom top to bottom!

ALL

I

Pampers
' ir vour Soltiiik busC.'ataK)g,send your n.line ,inJ ;Kidre>s to;[\iin{X'rs B.ihv C!.iralog, PO. Box 8bM,Cdinton, Iowa S27hV
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Luvs Baby Pants has a special comfort waistband

I

that helps stop leakingbetter than ever before. So it helps

g^

keep your baby dry and comfy. Day andnight.

Luvs comfort waistband gendy snu^es around

your baby's waist to fit better than regular diapers. Just
likelitde pants.
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So why waste time inplain old di2y)ers? Now you
can get Luvs comfy new Baby Pants.
Vt^ch "What Every Baby Knows" hostedby Dr. T. Berry Brazleton on the Lifetinie cable network.
Endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics.
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THES ARE (

ALWAYS maxi pads for women are also advertised for
Arabian women using the same strategy of stressing the

message of the benefits of cleanliness, dryness of the
new maxi pad.

The new special feature of Dri-weaves

that absorbs the wetness is emphasized.
The ad copy also translated the same way with minor
differences due to the difference in the language.

basically it is the same message.

But

The ad illustrates the

same theme of comparing the Always maxi pad with another

company's brand, and how Always stayes dry more than the
Other.

The only difference is that the illustrations are

different from each other in terms of presenting the ad

best between the two brands, but there is not very much
difference.

The product is very common and used a lot in Saudi
Arabia because most women experience periods every month.
Its producer, Procter & Gamble, knows the market well, but

some of these products are produced locally in Saudi Arabia.
The ads in Arabic run in two versions.

One has a

model using a very modest clean cloth and the other is

without the model--just like the one run for the American
consxamer.:^

.

■

The message not only introduces the product to

Saudi women becauses women use this in secrecy and mostly

don't like to ask someone about it except a very close

112''

woman relative or friend.

But always the products try

to make the consumer in general to shift from whatever

brand they are using to Always because of its advantages.
The product may be internationally used and women usually

use it for the same reason of periods time, but therefore
Procter & Gamble did not try to change the message nor

the illustration because they approach the target market
with a standard approach as is the case with most of

their products that are used internationally and marketed
the same way.

Nevertheless, comparison-'advertisement has success

expecially in a foreign country like Saudi Arabia because
its lack of consigner appeal to the inadmissibility,
believability of such comparison advertising.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC advertisement appears in Sayidaty

women's magazine with a full range of the company's
products from refrigerators, washer and dryers, and
cooking system, and more of its smaller home appliances.

However, another ad also appears in A1 Ma.jalla, the men's
magazine, but with the illustration of one line of GE

production of refrigerators.

Both ads show the benefits

of the products in very dull phrases.

On the other hand

GE also advertises similarly to American consumers, using
not the same illustrations, but different ones with

different ad copy.

The differences is not very signif

icant, but more attractive and presented as a piece of

art.

The ad body copy for the American consumer does not

stress the product's benefits but rather services benefits
and the people who qualify to do technical assistance

for all twenty-four hours under the product warranty.
These differences are very minor, although some
initial effort has been made to overcome cultural differ-,

ences, but not successfully.

The strategy is applied the

same way as for American consumers.

Home appliances are very good business in Saudi
Arabia but consumers care less for brand name as long as

the product is good, large in size, and has more features-

especially frost-free in refrigerators, size in laundry

117

and sound free in air conditioners, etc.

Another

important thing that most American advertisers miss is

that most buying decisions in Saudi Arabia are made by
men and not by. women.
GE also advertised itself more than a product but

also for presenting a good image for the long run in

Saudi Arabia by presenting an illustration of its long
successful major projects that GE has made in the Kingdom.
Among these projects is the Jeddah oil refinery which
GE helped not only by building the project but by
training Saudi workers to take full responsibility for
its operation, and many others, such as training the Saudi

citizen how to operate the airport electric system,

hospital, and jet motors.

The GE company is trying to

make Saudi consumers to be more aware and knowledgeable
about its technological advancement and good relations,
not only serving consumers at home, but also in the work
field.
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BRINGSA UFETIME
OF RESPGNSIBILITIES
we believe thatsome

we hovea responsibilityto ,

work on yourappliances,

AtGeneral Electric,wefeel

design appliancesthat
areassophisticated as
humanly possible"
everythingfrom refrigt w
erotors and washerstocooking
systemsand dishwashers.Butwedon't
justcreate intelligentappliancesand
thenforgetaboutthem.
Thofs why,atGeneral Electric,we
providethe mostextensiveconsumer
servicesofany manufacturerin the
industry.

1j

oneoughtto bea re
" sponsible,well-trained
^ technician.Thafs why GE
providesacoast-to-coast network of
factory-trained GE service profession
als-something noother manufac
turer does.

And weoffer another kind ofservice,
too

GE LETSYOU HELP YOURSELF.

*»

.

THE GE ANSWER CENTER'SERVICE- A*

,

If you liketo dothings
yourself,weprovide
the remarkable GE

WE'RE THERE TO ANSWER YOUR CALL\'
]
I Ourresponsibility •
t
•*

* A fTiacI® upofeasy-to

' in backing ourop
plionces begins
i

%

with The GE ,
Answer Center®

follow repdrrnanuals

Andca^simplifyyourlife
Ofcourse,you may neverneed to
fix anything.
THE BEHER THE PRODUCT,THE LONGER

\>^ yjte service-adirect

>
link between you
and the mostextensivecomputerized
data bonk in the industry.If you hove
any questionsaboutany GE appli
ances before,during or after your
purchase,coll us,toll-free,at800-626*
2000.We'rethere24hoursaday,
everyday.

THE WARRANTY.

Everyone knowsthatifan appliance
is built well,the manufacturercan stand

behind italotlonger.Thafs whyfor
example,our dishwasherscome with a
fulllO-year warrantyonthe PermaTuf®

And our services don'tend there

tubs.

QUAUTYPEOPLE-THE KEYTOQUAUTY)
Whydo wedoall this?Becauseifs
our responsibilityto makesurethegood
If you should ever need someoneto things in life staythatway.
SERVICE.

We bring good thingsto Ufa
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General Motors advertisements also use the same

standardized global advertising.

Using the same strategy

theme and creativity. General Motors placed no difference
to consumers' taste and need of their car,

A recent trend

of automobile makers is to make the cars smaller and more

economical, while Arab consumers prefer the large classic

American, car because of the large extended families of
Saudi Arabia, and because gas consumption is still very

low in comparison with the country's resources.

All advertising copy use the same slogan of "Feel
the difference General Motors makes" and even the ad:

copy details are translated exactly into Arabic language.
The same pictures also are used, which sometimes emphasize
the benefits of world-wide dealer services and other

ads emphasizing the space between seats as benefits for
comfort and luxury.

Some other ads emphasize power of

the car as in trucks, with low price as promotion to buy.
However, General Motors is the largest American

company selling cars in Saudi Arabia and its cars are the

most preferred--mainly Cadillacs, Chevrolet Caprice and
Q4C station wagons and trucks.

Most, if not all, of their

ads are using the same ad copy that is used for the
American consumer.

The same ads adding the regional dealer

ship for more information and a place to buy the car.

Although General Motors claimed that they do consider
123

cultural preference and traditions of Saudi Arabia, but

their ads simply advertise the same as in American media
and have no obstacle or violation in the Arab tradition.

But the ads could be more appropriate and can sell more

if they were done by a local agent, or with slogans
appropriate to Saudi taste.

Whatever benefits General

Motors has, the Saudi society would prefer General Motors
cars except for getting into smaller size luxurious cars,

a consideration General Motors did not take in selling
cars to Arabs.

It is not only General Motors comfort,

luxury, power and engines that the Saudi customer looks

for when buying cars, but primarily space and price that
come as the first benefits in buying cars.

Saudi consumers

prefer American cars, but because Japan's cars have
offered better prices and space, they win the market and
are thus the main competitors for General Motors in the
Kingdom.

The old strategy of Ford's offer, "I will sell you a
car as long as it is one color--black" may make a good

campaign for most Saudi consumers who prefer standard
American cars, but care less for additional accessories

that raise the price.

On the other hand, there is a small

segment of the market which is composed of wealthy people
who prefer fully automatic, comfortable cars and care less

about the price.

This market segment can be approached by
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stressing the new teehnological development in General
Motors cars, such as computerized dashboard, power-steering,

and smooth driving, etc.

These benefits should be

stressed in illustration and ad copy to show more details

in order to make the consxjmer change his old car for a
new one.

Other strategies can be used by showing the space

of the car for families loaded into a General Motors car,

and space for the children to sleep, etc.

The Saudi thinks

of the car as the camel that can take more luggage and
drive long distances and with no service required for a
long time.

Therefore the American Chevrolet Caprice and

the Datsun pickup truck are among the most commonly sold'
cars of all target markets in Saudi Arabia.
General Motors ads illustrate typical informative

ads for the Saudi consumer, primarily because its market
share is still very strong and good.
before they reach the showroom.
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isntjustthe car.
It's also what's behind the car

Notjust the global organization that
conceived and developed the car,

diagnostic equipment to find and correct
FEELTHE
DIFFERENCEmmproblems. Each dealer's parts inventory is

well stocked to keep your
vehicle moving. And they work
quickly to service GM cars and trucks right.
When you choose a GM vehicle, you get not
only a quality product, you get a quality
organization. That's the difference you'll feel.

butalso the worldwide network GENERAL MOTORS MAKES
that stands ready to service it. And it comes
standard with every Ger^eral Motors vehicle.
With its deep well of resources,General
Motors has 16,00G dealers worldwide ready to
assist you,should you need it. Their service

That's the difference General Motors makes.

technicians are trained to use the latest

A very big difference,indeed.
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Thisspace is generously
There's d very comfortable feeling you get
sitting in a General Motors;vehicle. Maybe it's
from running your hand across the
rich velour seats. Or maybe it comes

provide support. Generous dimensions allow
FEEL THE
_ _ ^'^^''C'nnped space. Materials are durable and
DIFFERENCE

GENERAL
MOTORVmAI^E^
attractive.
safetyarmrests
EKML lvi<^lv/Ka
MAKCO features
likeEven
seatplush!
belts,And
podded

from notfeeling boxed in. Or maybe it's justfrom
knowing that General Motors pays nrieticulously

and strengthened seat attachments are structurally
and aesthetically integrated for your protection.

close attention to the inside of its cars and trucks.
It's a difference you can feel. After all, this

You can take comfort in a General Motors

interior. It's one big General Motors difference you'll

is Where you ride. It should be roomy and secure.
It is. Bucketand bench seats are sculpted to

easily feel. And a difference General Motors
is delighted,to make. :
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KELLOGG'S is a famous U.S. breakfast cereal advertiser

trying to capture Saudi market through

women's magazine.

Sayidaty, the

The ad attempts to capture kids markeit

by offering a promotion of car collections for kids and
offering a free cartoon video tape.

The promotional

package says, "When you get one of these cars, you will
like all models.

Try now to collect these luxurious cars."

a typical American promotion package.

The Kellog's have

failed to understand that Saudi family is not as childcentered as the U.S.

The stereotype U.S. boy and car has

no great appeal to the more formal family and the idea
of the child upheld by the Saudis.

The child uses the

same breakfast dish as his parents in Saudi Arabia and
it is fully cooked food most of the time.
Although the product is convenient and acceptable in
Saudi Arabia, not very common except in major cities.

Only those families who were in America

recognize the

product and buy it, but other local families wouldn't go
to the store to. buy cereal because they never have tried
it.

Another important thing the advertiser missed is that

the father mostly buys food items, not the mother as in
the U.S. market.

Also, fresh milk is not commonly sold

and drunk in Saudi Arabia as in the U.S.

It would sell

much better if the package included dried milk to serve it
right away.

.
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The Kellogg Company uses the same approach as in

the U.S., and may be all over the world.

They didn't

realize that breakfast is served differently in different
countries.

Something should be examined before intro

ducing the product without modification.
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SNICKERS used the same strategy as for the American
constimer in stressing the benefit of taking Snickers to

fulfill hunger.
target consumer.

However, there is a difference in the
The American ad is aimed at mothers to

buy Snickers for the children to eat after they come home
from school.

While the ad for Arabian constimer is aimed

at youth nearly aged 15-25 as the primary consumer to buy

Snickers whenever they feel hungry.

The different strategy

in market segment is due to the different purchasing
decision.

In Ameriqa, women mostly buy candies and food

items for the family, unlike Arabian consumers where men
make purchasing decision in buying food and candies.
Therefore the youth were illustrated in custom dress and
casual to buy Snickers when ever they feel hungry.
The advertisement in the American version had a very

simple headline, but very effective in getting the message
to use Snickers when children are hungry as a good snack.

In the ad body copy the mother is talking to us, while
in the ad aimed at Arabia, once the youth talking as he
ate Snickers while the other says when you feel hunger

talking to you.
The product is very common in Arabia and the product
name is written in Arabic too.

There is a great possibility

that this product is made in Saudi Arabia as well.
The Snickers ad is unlike the ad used for American
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consTjmers in the illustration, but not in wording.

This may possibly be because the advertisement is made
locally by Saudi advertisement agent, because the ad

theme sequence in the casual dress starts the message

from right to left, unlike the English language whose
sequence reads from left to right.
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UNGLE BEN'S RICE is also advertised with the same

standardized approach with more exaggeration that it is
the best rice in the world.

This is not true because

there are many naturally better rices than Uncle Ben's.
The advertisement took two full pages in Sayidaty--a
proper media for this kind of product.

On one of the

two-page ad are rice recipes with colorful illustrations

of prepared dishes.

On the other page is pictured the

rice package with cooked rice and vegetables on the

table.

Another dish appears on the package illustrating

an Eastern famous dish called shish kabob.

The adver

tisement is rich but very cluttered.

However, the advertiser has missed two important
points about Saudi Arabian consumers.

The first point

is that the Saudi consumer does not buy rice in small
packages but rather in large size bags of nearly ICQ lbs.
in weight.

The primary reason for this is; that rice is

the main dish for the Saudi family and is cooked daily.

The other point is that rice is used primarily for a
special cooked rice dish called "kapsa',' which was not

mentioned in the Uncle Ben's recipes.

This Arabian dish

is mainly made of meat and rice cooked together with some
spices, tomatoes, and is served usually for lunch rather
than dinner.

On the other hand Americans use rice mostly for
140

dinner but not as much as Arabian consumers.

The adver

tisement for the American consumer used the same strategy
but worded differently.

The illustration is also dif

ferent, the package is different and the rice is sold in

different colors and grains and in more varieties than
the one sold in Saudi Arabia.
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COUNTRY

INN™Brand5s,.^,^

Spanish - :
Style Rice at home—a
combination of romano,
Cheddarand parmesan

combined with delicate

cheeses, jalapeho, green and
red bell peppers, garlic and savory spicea
New England Style Rice—
l^aditional Tastes at THeir Best.
Better make resen(ations at least two

weeks in advance at stately federal House
near historic Stbckbridge.M
if
you want to try their ever-popular New
England rice. Or you can dine at home on
new COUNTRY INN''^' Brand New England
Style Rice, which combines classic pasta
shells with the traditional tastes of zucchini,
onions, garlic and delicate pieces of chicken.
Garden Style Rice and Rice
Rbyale, Tbo!

ushrooms and a variety of
seasonings. Rice Royale tastefully marries
a chicken-flavored rice with exotic wild rice.
From Inspiration to Your lable in 25
Minutes.

Now it's easy for you to serve recipes
inspired by the best inns in the country
Uncle Ben's put everything right in the

package. Combine the rice and carefully
blended ingredients, add butter and water
and cook.

Ty alI five of these delicious new

additions to the family of COUNTRY INN™
Brand Rice Dishes.
-.SSZffitfr

lare

more COUNTRY
INN™ Brand Rices
: are

Garden Style Rice

WTH Kicr Rrdpni-

is a delicious
beef-flavored rice
© Uncle Ben's, Inc. 1986

SERVETHERitE DISHESINSPIRED BY THE FINEST INNS.
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L4TR0DUUNG FIVE
E RAND RICE DISHES.
his|rired bsrthefinesttans.Broti^ittoyott%llii^
Herbed Rice&Wild Rice—A Spirited l^ste of
>henandoah History.
Uncle Ben's takesthe first of its new COUNTRY INN

nspirationsfrom the heart ofthe Shenandoah Valley in
Virginia, home ofthe two<entury-bld Bucl^orn^to
There,guests can dine on exceptional dishes,
some based ori recipes as bid asthe
inn itself.One spirited favorite:a
, rich dish blending the finest
long grain rices,two ;^
^ cheesesand an array of
succulent vegetables.
__

-

•

w •

TAd Suckftorn liwi. Wgnua

Uncle Bens Bnngs It Hometo You.

You could travel to the Buckhorn Inn for this tasty
dish,or you could indulge yourself rightat home with
the Uncle Ben's dish that was inspired by it:COUNTRY
INN™ Brand Herbed Rice with Wild Rice and Two-

Cheese Sauce...a subtle blending oflong grain
rice, mozzarella and swisscheeses,onions,spinach,
carrots and parsley
y?

Spanish Style Rice—Born ofthe Earthy
Southwest.

Next,you mightenjoy a drive through the
exotic landscape ofArizona to'fenque
Verde,an inn south oflUcson,

to try theirfamous
Spanish rice.Then
again,why not
sample Uncle

W

Ben's

sensational

I

new

w.

M

I

Vi

DEL MONTE advertises refreshing fruit juices in

Sayidaty, the women's magazine.

The ads are very simple

and clearly inform Saudi constimers about the quality of
Del Monte.

The ad illustration of fruits and cans em

phasizes the name; the headline also emphasizes the name
and trademark and the headling and illustration go well
with each other and are very appealing to Saudi consumers.
There is no cultural contraction but rather it conforms

to Saudi taste and simplicity.. The illustration speaks
for itself without any comment needed.
At the other hand, the same strategy is used for the

same product for American consumers with two exceptions:

first the American consumer ads have fruit juices rather
than just fruits in cans, and second it is illustrated by
a model as shown.

Another important point is that the ad

is aimed at Arabian consumers, selling itself in plural
by saying, "Pick up Del Monte today," while in the American
ads, it sells to the individual, "I want refreshment that's

in tune with what my body needs."
Both ads run in four colors and make a successful

layout in presenting the products.

The only important

thing is that the Saudi consumer does not use canned foods

and prefer fresh fruit over canned.

Only for some occasion,

like a party, are tins of canned fruit used, but not on a

daily basis as in the U.S.

Another important omission was

not mentioning that it is produced in the U.S.
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LIPTON TEA is advertised for the Arabian cohsuiner

with a variety of taste in a very attractive setting.

It is very much consumed product in Saudi Arabia--more
than in the U.S.--and people are served it daily.

The

illustration and the ad copy say nothing much more than

its information about the product and its content.

The

advertisemeht, howeverj is positioned differently than
to the jArerican consumer in terms of usage.

The Arabian

serves tea while it is hot all the time, and never served

cold or With ice as in America.

The advertisement

strategy for the American consumer stresses the taste of
Lipton Sun tea with Sweepstakes promotion and a coupon
to promote sales.

The product, and the advertisement, are culturally
accepted in Saudi Arabia but one thing the advertiser
missed is understanding the tea market in Saudi Arabia-

that consumers buy tea in large quantities and big box
size of 6 lbs. or more because tea is the main drink after

water, and people serve it daily at least twice a day at
breakfast and evening and at any social party.

It is

also served in offices, cafeterias and at outdoor cafes

which serve nothing other than tea.

The tea for Saudi

society is compared to coffee for Americans, and more
because Americans have many soft and hard, drinks to serve
themselves and others.
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■

The sales of these tea pages will not appeal to
the majority of Saudi consumers except to singles and

foreign market and restaurants which are not very much to
constime tea.

Lipton tea strategy is not successful in

approaching the Saudi market With its small package and
the varieties of taste because just plain Lipton tea
is more favorable and acceptable to Saudi culture than
the flavored ones.
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the couple'', ttuf^e children Tired of
being luju'oel)ound, in 1971 Millie be

gan working one night a week selling
household decorations—planters,
sconces, floral arrangements and

neighborhood 5jhe was a natural In
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McDonnell DOUGLAS & NORTHROP airciraft advanced

technology companies advertise very heavily in A1 Maialla
magazine.

Both companies are very specialized and well

known in aircraft and space technology.
Apparently these two G,ompanies aim to communicate

the efficiency of their products and services by illus
trating their strength in a professional way.

However,

their target market is very small and only elites or gov
ernment officers are mostly interested in their products
or services.

Even though any of those target groups will

not buy an airfighter or private airplane without consul

tation firm giving them a hetter understanding of the

best buy.

No advertisement of such product may originate

consumer sale, but could only be an initial information
source to consider when planning for sale of a jet and
service.

Few of these types of ads can be seen in America

consumer magazines, but maybe appear in business periodicals
or special aircraft magazines.

For Saudi consumers these air jet advertisements have

low involvement and concern to reach because of the highly
specialized private products and service that do not appeal
to the majority of the Saudi consxmxers and Arabs in general.
Also, what does a jet fighter have to do with consumers,
even those in the target market are not common consumers

and the advertisement does not generate sales.
In every one of these ads the goal possibly is to

have long-term coimnunication, to create awareness and
insistence in the desirable target market.
Whatever the scheme behind the advertisement

described, probaipily too sophisticated to be presented in
A1 Ma.ialla, the international men's magazines of the Arabs
Any other media mix, such as direct mail or business

periodicals,.are more appropriate media for this type of
Ads. ■
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Making advanced technology work

Cigarette ads of all kinds, especially men's cigarettes,
are heavily advertised in Al Majalla and Sayidaty magazines.

But they are all depicted in the western image as they
appear in U.S. magazines.

Among these ads are Barclay,"

Marlboro, Camel and Kent.

These ads use the same theme

and strategy as in the U.S., even the ba.ckground pictures
are not changed, but rather translated into Arabic.

Only

one different theme and picture was not used, which was
targeted for women smokers.

The use of the ad campaign

of Virginia Slims, "You came a long way, baby," was not
used in these magazines.

However, light cigarettes are

advertised instead in the women's magazines, such as
Marlboro Light, Slik and others.

All cigarette smoking itself is unbeneficial, and

harmful, not only for the Saudi consumer, but for everyone.
However, most Saudi citizens do not like smoking and some

others believe it is prohibitive because it is dangerous
to one's health.

Yet, as in the U.S., under the ad copy

is the government's warning of smoking and its dangers to

health.

The most noticeable factor about all cigarette

ads is that all of them advertised in men's magazines
only, Al Majalla.

Only Kent and Barclay introduced

its product differently, with a soft image of unsex, in

which Women partially or fully appear in the ads, but it
is the male who holds the cigarettes.

The advertisers

used the men's magazihe as the message that the product
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is specially for men.

The most significant mistake about the cigarette ads

is that they are placed in a magazine, while the majority
of magazine; readers are not smokers, or if they smoke
cigarettes, they usually don't read magazines.

Only a few

of those who buy the magazine are cigarette smokers.
Each ad is illustrated with an exaggeration in the
ad copy.

it's

For example, Kent says, "Good time with it,"

and

American excellent in a sporty background and a

cheery soft smile.

masculine.

It's more feminine rather than

Kent's background scenery depicts the American

way of life, where men socialize with women.

But in Arabia

women cannot sit with men unless they are relatives.

And

men enjoy their time with men and women, with women in

social setting.

This picture invites one to the American

way of life, which is not common and is unacceptable in the
society of Saudi Arabia; in fact, it is religiously enforced

that there is no social gathering of men and women in public
at all.

Therefore a wrong communication message is used

by Kent to the Arab market, perhaps intentionally.
Barclay says in its ad copy that it is "worldly
successful"

free.

and thus emphasizes the benefit of 99% nicotine

However, the picture is more attentive to sex appeal

as the man's eyes turn toward the woman who is out of the

picture, except for her hand.
159

Winston cigarettes appeal
■

more to a distorted picture of a business type of community
showing New York City at night, and states in the ad

headline copy, -Test the best from America."

It was

positioned differently as the most sold cigarette in America.
Its target market is the businessman, a,s the picture

illustrates in the background, the life-style of those who
smoke this kind of cigarettes.

However, the headline

"...the best in America" is a doubtful statement.

There

are many things a hundred times better than Winston cigar

ettes that we use

It is too exaggerated.

Marlboro's strategy is different, but it is the same
as it is in America.

It was positioned for the Arabian

market the same way as in the American market.
dominate the culture.

Males

It is true that Saudi Arabia is a

male dominated culture, but the majority of the dominating
males in, Saudi Arabia don't smoke cigarettes at all.

They

never liked cigarettes and it doesn't even occur to them
to smoke them.

In fact, their stature will be diminished

if they smoke cigarettes in public.

However, the copy

headline of Marlboro calls for one to taste, "Come to the
flavor,"

"Come to the world of Marlboro."

The communicated

message is to try Marlboro, and it also states below the

cigarette package, "It's the most sold cigarette in the
world."

leading.

This is also a very doubtful statement and mis

Finally Camel cigarettes are also positioned in
160

much the same manner as Marlboro, using masculinity in its

copy, "World of maleness...A place of flavor."
All cigarette ads written about above are made in

the United States, and all ads placed no consideration of
cultural values and traditions of Arabs in their copy.
All of them positioned for Arabs are the same as originally
positioned for Americans.

All background pictures depicted

western society and western men, maybe because the adver
tisers know that cigarette smoking is not an Arabian

tradition, and is not acceptable culturally or ever approved
by authorities of Saudi Arabia.

These ads may have successful campaigns for American
consumers, but not for Arabian constamers, primarily because

the products are not beneficial and are not acceptable in
Saudi Arabia except by a very few people.

Second, the ads

have no uniqueness of any kind that may appeal to an

Arabian consiamer, because most of the people don't like
cigarettes, even those who smoke them, and because

culturally the product is used among the lowest uneducated
segment of the population.
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PART IV

Footnotes

"Midcii^ East Market Planning for the Region Must
Go Beyond Stereotype and With Its Diverse and FastChanging Society," Advertising Age, September 1981, pp.

Michael Field, "Fragrance Marketers Sniff Out Rich
Aroma," Advertising Age, January 30, 1986, p. IQ.
Jonathan Slater/Business America, April 2, 1984,
pp. 20-23.
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PART V

Conclusiony Marketing Implementation, and Tips for
Western Marketers

For years advertising makers have been violating, in

one way or another, the ethics or traditions of some
cultures, societies, or particular social groups. , The

U.S. social issue concerning the portrayal of women in
advertising was not recognized until the beginning of 1970,
In the U.S., the movement of National Organization of

Women (NOW) established a movement protesting the por

trayal of women as sex objects.^
An unwritten concept and responsibility of advertise
ment in America is to accomplish impressive sales level to

satisfy its client and stockholders.

And the only measure

of a successful advertising campaign is just that--impres
sive sales.

This fact is well known to most consumers; thus they
become extraordinarily interested in advertising.

Yet

advertising campaign strategies change every season for
^erican consumers and whenever a new development is added

to improve the product's quality.

Also, in America,

advertisements appear in different media for different
age groups, ethnical groups, and demographical areas.

Therefore different strategies are sometimes used for each
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market segment.

Illustrations and body copy changes

occur in order to appeal to and satisfy each market segment.

But only one theme and ad copy is used most of the time
to the Saudi market.

The reason is simple--it is because

no consumer research has been conducted in Saudi Arabia;

no consumer preference Kas been identified until now.
The criteria of social class and stratification in

American markets used to hit their target market may not

apply to Saudi society even if research data are collected.
Although such data on understanding Saudi society from the
view of social class structure may not help marketers to

generalize consumer behavior.

Primarily this is so be

cause consumer data on income, occupation, education and
other demographic categories are untouchable subjects.
Therefore the data fail to provide meaningful insight
into Saudi consxamer characteristics because the information

people give about themselves is unreliable and false
statistics are given to show high self-esteem.

Nowadays many Saudi consumers, due to oil wealth and
social trend of changed psychology of affluence, seek

fulfillment beyond economic security.

Consumers' life

styles for some people have been moving toward personaliza

tion of an expression of oneself through products.
deemphasize money and award meaningful work.

Others

Some others

have turned away from modern life and wealth to a basic
171

tribal life tied to a stronger religious identification.
Finally, some others have loaned more toward education,
resulting in later marriages and later work.
It is also necessary to note that advertisiiig ,and
other communication elements ate not of high invdlvement

to most Saudi Arabian consumers.

But the majority are ;

more selective and have a better understanding of the

goods' quality because the country is an open market to
most western country products as well as eastern country

products.

People of Saudi Arabia have a wide variety of

products to compare as to quality and price.

From coun

tries like Germany, Saudi Arabia iftpdrts the^^^ b

Mercedes Benz and BMW as well as home furnishings.

From

France, the-best perfumes, clothing and fashion are
imported.

From Italy, home- furnishings and building

materials and canned foods are imported.

Spain exports

clothing and electric equipment to Saudi Arabia, and from

VEngland arid the European Common Market, wools and Rolls
Royce cars are imported, and much more.

fA^^

other hand, from Eastern countries such as

Taiwan, Thailand, China, Japan, India, Saudi Arabia imports
many products of clothing, furniture, car

decorated

items for much less cost than European products.
This open market taade it very easy for not only
Saudian consumers, but even visitors, to choose whatever
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needed with reasonable price.

Few American consumer

products are sold or advertised in Saudi Arabia, but

consumers know their quality and price, and advertising
may have little effect to change consiimer attitude to buy

or shift to another product unless the price makes the

difference.

Price strategy may be the best way, after

quality, to change the attitude of Saudi consumers
toward another product.

This is because local consumers

are very accustomed and loyal to certain products since
birth.

Almost all Saudi women know Tide as the best

product for washing clothes.

They might shift to another

product if the leading product is not on the market for
a short time.

Pepsi, Tide, Pampers, Hoover, Caprice, toothpastes

and Kodak are the best and leading ihnerican products in

Saudi Arabia, not only because these prbductS; have good
quality but because they have been in the market for over

fifteen years, and are very well established businesses.
It is not the subject here b) criticize which approach

of one standardized salable campaign vs. multi-campaigns

is more effective, but it involves the consideration of

the sub-division of both approaches.

It is not unlawful

to standardize campaigns, but advertisers have difficulty
in introducing new products, translating product names
which may mean something other than intended and therefore
173

brings about an unfavorable attitude toward the product.
This is the case, for instance, of Nova cars, which in

Mexico means "don't go."

Also translations of the copy

and theme and words are sometimes impossible to translate

into another language as they have no equivalent expres
sion.

Still others may have bad meaning when translated.

The most coinmOn mistakes of all the big U.S. companies

in marketing abroad and in Saudi Arabia is that most of
their products advertised using the same standardized
approach world wide:
- Fail to understand differences in advertising
- Fail to "achieve a domestic image in the

foreign countries
- Fail to exploit market in the proper sequence
as in the U.S.

- Fail to appreciate difference in words meaning
regardless of whether the same language or
translation is involved

- Fail to understand media importance varies
sharply with such factors as literacy level and
restrictive cultural norm ,
- The advertisement fails to strike accord with
Saudi's local consumers task.

In Saudi Arabia, for example, the use of an illus

tration of a boy and a girl to advertise something is not
174
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acceptable.

It is an objectionable relationship in

Saudi society.

Such ad campaign is common in the U.S.

market and in most industrial countries.

Therefore the

standardization of such advertisement will affect the

sale of the products locally in some countries.

Unless

a proper adjustment is taken to modify the advertisement
to local understanding and local norm.
2

As is advised by many such as Lenormand (1964),
3

/

Carson (1967), and Diamond (1969), advertisements should

be carefully examined and analysis of marketing labels
made before using them in foreign markets.

Another notion by Abraham Maslow in The Psychology

of Being (1962), was that "the best way of understanding
another human being, ...is to get into his Weltanschaung
and be able to see his world through his eyes."
Thus it is important to have an adequate cultural

sensitivity on the part of decision making involving

Saudi society and any other foreign country, even if
those countries speak the same language as the U.S. and
England, there iS a great cultural difference between the
two countries.
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The measurement of the effectiveness of these ads

^has not yet been researched.

How much attention is given

to it, whether Saudi consumers read it or not, is it

memorable, does it increase awareness of the product, and
most important measurement of all is whether these ads

sell or not.

These questions, and more, are still untouched

in market data that are very essential to advertisers.
At the other hand, in the United States, admen and

market researchers have analyzed consiamer interest .in terms

of everything from Freudian drives such as food, sex, etc.
to class position and color preference.
In Saudi Arabia, the advertising business and adver

tisement of foreign goods are in their infancy.
reasons can be attributed to this fact.

Many

First of all is

that the country is underdeveloped and not yet indus
ti^ialized, while the outbreak of the Industrial Revolution

developed most of the western world and made advertising
a necessary tool of business and a dominant feature of

modern life.

Saudi Arabia's plan for industrialization just

began with a Five Year Plan from 1980-85, with a budget
of 200 billion Saudi riyals.
A second reason is the availability of media and its

effectiveness, coverage and frequency of commercial adver

tising.

These media, especially print media, are not yet
17b

developed to take responsibility for advertising.

The

Public Relations Department is in full scale, for instance,

in the Los Angeles Times newspaper. Just recently all
print media advertisement has been put under, a new Saudi

Ad agency named Tahima to take responsibility for
handling and managing all advertising activity in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

A third reason for the immaturity of advertising in

Saudi Arabia is the combination of literacy rate, relative
cost, income, life style, etc. which are among the major

difficulties facing the advertising business and marketers.
Because the rate of illiteracy is very high, marketers

must learn how to find the right media mix.

They also

must learn to identify social trends, primarily the rise
of the middle class that dominates the markets of Saudi

Arabia more than a stereotype of big oil shakhs--the elites.
These target groups present heavy weight and are the main

buyers of consumer goods.

Another important aspect, the

life-style of Saudi citizens, shows that most Saudis are

self-employed, owning their own businesses either being
large scale exporters and importers of consumer goods, or

farmers in a large scale.

Others own small private

businesses as store owners of groceries, hardware, etc.
A few other segments of Saudi citizens are members of the

so-called liberal professions such as lawyers, doctors,
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ministers of religion, and finally a few, and the least
number, work in the government sector while supporting

more than five family members who do not work at all.
The mentality of the Saudi citizen is not yet as

programmed as is that of the U.S. consumer to worry much
about job, status, car, and all the material things.

Rather they worry much about religious duties, family,

and getting through in life peacefully.

This is because

the education system of Saudi Arabia was not built to

create consumer demand for goods, but rather built to
teach discipline, dedication and honor of the system,

primarily of Islam.

While in the United States the educa

tion system from childhood teaches and relates the success

of a person's life depends on his ability to become a
millionairei-;-that is the ideal example of success which
is supported by excessive advertising making it easy for

all of these.

The development of industry made advertising

a necessity in the West to adjust demand upward toward
supply.

But ih Saudi Atabia, industry is not yet developed

and no excessive goods are on the market.

Whatever is

there is consumed right away without advertisement because
the country needs more than what is available.

items are not sufficient for society's needs.

Imported

Not until

industry develops and mass production: is a fact Will there
be warehpuses with months' supplies of goods.
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Then the

call for advertisement is called into play to satisfy the

hunger of the elites for more money and more production.
Not until twenty years from now, perhaps, will there be

a future in the advertising business in Saudi Arabia.
This may be either gbod or bad for Saudi society, depending
on its perceived benefits.

Lots of consumption in the developing countries is a
reality and a major western mode that became the main
motive for economic circles and the industries of the

western world, for without high consumption, life will
be slowed and the economy will shrink.

Thus advertising

plays the role of"greasing the belt" between consumers

and industrial products to keep the circle going.

The

reason for industrial consumption is primarily a relief
from bitterness and tedium of labor, and the aspect of
urban life created since medieval times.
From all of the advertisements that were examined, a

particular misconception has occurred in each ad.

Some

times the companies Used one world wide approach of

standardization in stratgey and illustration with minor
changes or translations.

Some companies that do that are:

Procter & Gamble in their ads of Always maxipad, baby
diapers and Tide detergents.
same approach.

Cigarette ads also use the

General Motors, General Electric and

Snickers also use the satfle strategy and Del Monte and

Uncle Ben's Rice are also using the same standardized
approach for the Saudi market.

It seems that all of

these companies see that their products have an inter

national appeal and acceptance for a consumer's needs
and wants.

That is true to some extent but it doesn't

mean that it should be sold in the same way as in the
U.S.'. : •

Thus, these examples represent extremes of conceptual
mistranslation and these advertisements which carry models

also carry messages about the advertisers' perception of
the world.

Therefore cultural groups, primarily of

Saudi Arabia, may not respond to these advertisements
the same way Americans do and the expected results will
not be in favor of the marketer-s.?
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desires.

Table 3

Tabular Summary of Ads Appearing in A1 Majalla and Sayidaty^ and How Each Ad Relates to the Study Criteria

Ads Meeting Criteria
Product

Illustration

Ad Copy

Drakka Nor

Ads Not Meeting Criteria
Illustration

Ad Copy

Sex temptation in
finger-tip touch

Aramis

No communication

message of product
name or usage

oo
^

Obsession

Vaguely naked

Obscene product name

Dove

Very temptational

Deceptive "make

Johnson's Baby

Inapplicable to

Lotion

Islamic code

Head & Shoulders

to

Selsun Blue

Applicable

Applicable

Clorox Ad I

Applicable

Applicable

Clorox AdII

Pampers

Applicable

Applicable

Luvs

Applicable

Applicable

Tide I & II

Deceptive

Islamic code

"comparison"

Inapplicable

Deceptive comparison

Inapplicable

Deceptive

Table 3 (continued)

Tabular Summary (continued)
Ads Meeting Criteria
Product

Illustration

Always I

Applicable

Ad Copy

Ad SI Not Meeting Criteria
Illustration

Deceptive

AlT^ys ii
General Electric

Applicable

Applicable

General Motors

Applicable

Applicable

Kelloggs

Applicable

Deceptive "Free Gift"
Offensive for his

Snickers

age to buy candy
GO
ho

Uncle Ben Vs Rice

Applicable

Applicable

Del Monte;

Applicable

Applicable

liipton's Tea >

Applicable

Applicable

Douglass Aircraft

Applicable

Applicable

Northrop

Ad Copy

Applicable

Inapplicable

Inapplicable

"Gets you full"

PART V
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